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obtain" shallow" cylindrical" segments" and" use" such" curved" crystals" to" study" the"
microstructure"of"their"surfaces,"the"mode"of"growth"of"the"cobalt"overlayers"and"their"
magnetic"properties.""
Well=prepared" surfaces" of" metallic" or" semiconducting" single=crystal" materials" cut"
parallel"to"one"of"the"low=index"crystallographic"planes"consist"of"wide"atomically"flat"
terraces." The" average" area" of" these" terraces" depends" on" the" density" of" the" surface"
defects" (atomic" steps)." The" height" of" the" atomic" steps" is" an" integer"multiple" of" the"
distance"between"the"atomic"planes"comprising"the"terraces"while"the"shape"and"the"
average" distance" between" the" steps" depends" on" many" factors," especially" on" the"
crystallographic"orientation""of"the"surface"and"the"way"it"is"prepared"[1=3]."
Atomic" steps" are" interesting" objects" playing" important" role" in" many" surface"
phenomena."For"example,"atomic"steps"can"catalyze"various"chemical"processes"[4,5]"
or" affect" the" growth" of" other"materials" on" the" surfaces" [6,7]." Detailed" study" of" the"
atomic"steps"is"more"convenient"if"the"steps"are"not"distributed"randomly"but"ordered"
in" some" periodic" structure." A" vicinal" surface" features" arrays" of" parallel" (in" average),"
uniformly"separated"atomic"steps"[8,9]."In"practice," it" is"fabricated"by"cutting"at"small"





experimental" investigation" may" be" accomplished" using" a" series" of" samples" having"
different"miscut"angles."Nevertheless,"a"single"sample"polished"in"a"smooth"cylindrical"
shape" features" various" vicinal" surfaces," which" is" very" convenient" for" experimental"
investigation" of" the" step" arrays." Curved" crystals" were" punctually" used" to" study"
electronic" [10,11]" and" catalytic" [12=14]" properties," or" the" effect" of" the" steps" of" the"
substrate"on"the"magnetic"properties"of"thin"films"and"small"clusters"[15=17].""""
Two"curved"crystals"have"been"polished"for"this"work:"cPd(111)and"cNi(111)."Both"of"
these" metals" have" face=centered" cubic" (fcc)" crystal" structure." The" shaping" was"
performed"so"that"the"terraces"comprising"a"vicinal"surface"are"made"of"(111)"atomic"
planes" and" the" steps" run" along" one" of" the" densely" packed" atomic" rows" ([110]"
direction)."This"orientation"favors"formation"of"the"straight"atomic"steps."
cNi(111)"and"cPd(111)"were"chosen"to"study"their"clean"vicinal"surfaces"which"can"be"





usual" magnetocrystalline" anisotropy" and" favors" the" in=plane" orientation" of" the"
magnetic"moment,"the"OOP"anisotropy"usually"observed"in"some"systems"reveals"the"
presence" of" the" additional" contribution." It" was" shown" that" ultrathin" (few" atomic"
monolayers" (ML)" thick)" cobalt" and" iron" films" epitaxially" grown" on" various" metallic"
surfaces" possess" the" OOP" anisotropy." The" origin" of" this" anisotropy" is" still" not"
understood"completely."Some"authors"attribute"it"to"the"altered"splitting"of"the"atomic"













nanostructures" from"2D" islands"on"the"wide"terraces"to"the"1D"stripes" in" the"narrow"
terraces" at" higher"miscut" angles."At" the" same" time"utilization"of" the" substrates"with"
different" lattice" mismatch" gives" a" possibility" to" trace" the" effect" of" stress" on" the"
magnetic"properties"of"Co"nanostructures."
This" thesis" is" organized" in" the"next"way:" following" the" Introduction," the" second"part"
presents" the" experimental" techniques" and" necessary" theoretical" background." The"






2.1 Vicinal surfaces 
The$boundary$ between$ a$ solid$ and$ a$ fluid$ (or$ vacuum)$phases$ is$ called$ surface.$ The$
main$parameter$defining$the$majority$of$ its$properties$ is$the$surface$free$energy$γ.$ It$
represents$ an$ excess$ of$ free$ energy$ per$ unit$ area$ and$ it$ can$ be$ defined$ as$ the$
reversible$work$required$for$the$formation$of$a$unit$area$of$a$surface$or$interface$while$
the$crystal$volume$and$number$of$constituent$atoms$are$kept$constant$[1].  
The$ surface$ free$ energy$ γ$ of$ crystals$ can$ be$ represented$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$
orientation$of$ the$plane$ (hkl)$ by$means$of$ the$ soGcalled$Wulff$ plot$ [24].$Originally$ it$




envelope$of$the$Wulff$plot$meet$the$condition$! ℎ!" !" = !"#"!$!$
known$as$the$Wulff$theorem,$and$therefore,$only$these$planes$compose$the$surface$of$
the$ crystal$ in$ equilibrium.$ For$ example$ scanning$ electron$microscopy$ images$ of$ the$
pure$nickel$ crystals$ $ have$ revealed$ that$ its$ equilibrium$crystal$ shape$ is$ a$polyhedron$
composed$of${111},${110},${110},${210}$and${320}$sharp$surfaces$(see$figure$2.2).$$$
Figure$ 2.1$ shows$ that$ surface$ energy$ depends$ on$ the$ crystallographic$ orientation$ of$
the$surface.$The$points$of$minimum$of$this$plot$correspond$to$the$low$index$surfaces$
and$ any$ other$ surfaces$ have$ higher$ surface$ energy.$ This$ simple$ fact$ has$ important$
consequences$in$the$case$of$the$vicinal$surfaces$(a$crystal$surface$cut$at$small$(miscut)$
angle$ to$ the$ low$ index$ crystallographic$ plane).$ It$ turns$ out$ that$ in$ many$ cases$ the$










depends$ on$ its$ surface$ energy,$ these$ atomic$ planes$ are$ unstable$ and$ the$ respective$
vicinal$surfaces$have$stepped$shape$schematically$presented$in$the$figure$2.3$[26].$
The$total$energy$of$a$vicinal$surface$plane$can$be$represented$by$the$surface$energy$of$






Actually$ equation$ (1)$ does$ not$ contain$ a$ contribution$ of$ the$ stepGstep$ interactions$
which$becomes$important$with$decreasing$of$the$average$terrace$width$(smaller$stepG











! ! = cos! !! + !!! !tan! + !! tan! ! +⋯ !!!!!!!!!!!(2)$
The$stepGstep$interactions$may$be$of$energetic$or$statistical$origin.$ Indeed,$formation$
of$kinks$allows$the$step$to$wander$but$this$process$is$limited$by$the$high$energy$cost$of$
the$ step$ crossing.$ It$ results$ in$ unequal$ probability$ of$ the$ appearance$ of$ the$ kinks$
towards$ to$ and$apart$ from$ the$adjacent$ step$which$ looks$ like$ an$effective$ (soGcalled$
entropic)$ repulsion$ [28].$ Overlapping$ of$ the$ strain$ fields$ from$ the$ neighboring$ steps$
leads$to$the$increasing$of$the$surface$energy$which$also$generates$stepGstep$repulsion.$
Eventually,$ redistribution$ of$ the$ electric$ charge$ near$ the$ steps$ (Smoluchowski$
smoothing)$leads$to$the$formation$of$the$line$dipole$parallel$to$the$step$and$gives$rise$




excess$ in$ energy$ with$ reduced$ coordination$ of$ atoms.$ Nevertheless$ there$ are$ some$
predictions$ that$ a$ doubleGheight$ step$ may$ be$ energetically$ more$ favorable$ than$ a$








Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the stepped structure of a vicinal surface [26]. 
$
Figure 2.4: Strain fields generated by the steps in a vicinal surface, and the Smoluchowski line 







surfaces$ of$ Au(4,5,5)$ and$ Au(5,7,7)$ consist$ of$ periodic$ repetition$ of$ the$ facets,$
characteristic$of$the$miscut$angles$of$4$and$10°$[30].$
The$ average$ terrace$ width$ of$ the$ stepped$ surface$ is$ defined$ by$ the$ miscut$ angle$
whereas$ the$ distribution$ of$ the$ terrace$ width$ (the$ distribution$ of$ the$ distances$




In$ the$ last$ decades$ interaction$ between$ steps$ has$ attracted$ interest$ and$ many$
experimental$works$ related$ to$ this$ topic$have$been$carried$out.$ In$particular,$Giesen$
[29,$ 31,$ 32]$ and$ Einstein$ [33]$ investigated$ the$ dynamics$ of$ steps$ in$ solid/vacuum$
interfaces$ and$ the$ effect$ of$ the$ stepGstep$ interactions$ on$ the$ terrace$ width$
distribution.$ The$ evolution$ of$ the$ surface$morphology$ has$ been$ studied$ in$ terms$ of$
motion$of$steps$and$phase$separation$observed$on$vicinal$Pt(001)$[1]$or$the$faceting$of$
the$ vicinal$ Si$ (111)$ at$ different$ temperatures$ [34].$ Other$ authors$ have$ studied$ the$
dynamics$of$steps$on$vicinal$surfaces$using$models,$such$as$Jeong$et$al.$[35]$and$their$
relation$with$ the$ $equilibrium$crystal$ shape$ [36].$Vicinal$ surfaces$have$attracted$also$
interest$for$testing$fundamental$properties$of$electrons,$such$as$the$electronic$surface$
states$studied$by$Corso$et$al$[11]$on$the$curved$Au(111)$and$the$effect$of$the$periodic$
step$ structure$ on$ the$ surface$ bands$ in$ curved$Cu(111)$ and$Ag(111)$ [10].$ Kuhnke$ [7]$
and$Rousset$[6]$have$shown$that$regular$array$of$steps$can$be$useful$as$nanotemplates$





Figure 2.5: Terrace-width distributions for repulsive interaction (dashed line), purely entropic 




2.2 LEED and STM 
Low#Energy#Electron#Diffraction#(LEED)#is#an#experimental#surface#sensitive#technique#
used#to#study#the#crystallography#of#solid#surfaces.#Qualitative# information#about#the#
symmetry,# the# periodic# arrangement# of# atoms# and# quality# of# the# surface# can# be#
obtained# from# the# LEED#diffraction# pattern.# The# experiment# basically# consists# in# the#
observation#of#the#backscattering#of#a#beam#of#electrons#directed#perpendicular#to#the#
surface# using# an# electron# sensitive# (phosphorous)# screen.# Diffraction# spots# yield#
information#from#the#elastically#scattered#electrons#whereas#the#background#intensity#
is# related# to# the# inelastically# scattered# electrons.# The# coherence# length# of# electrons#
used#in#the#LEED#experiments#is#typically#about#10#nm#but#the#spot#size#of#the#electron#
beam# is# around# 0.1# mm# therefore# the# diffraction# pattern# is# an# average# of# many#
patterns# originated# from# the# domains# with# diameter# of# ~10# nm# (LEED# is# spatially#
averaging# technique).# Sharp# spots# (their# intensity# is# proportional# to# the# number# of#
electrons# in# the# corresponding# beams)# with# high# contrast# and# low# background#
intensity# indicate# long# range# crystalline# order# (within# the# diameter# of# the# electron#
beam).##
The# LEED# technique# is# aimed# to# probe# surface# properties# and# therefore# the#
information#should#be#collected#from#the#surface#and#not#from#the#atoms#composing#










Figure 2.6: Universal curve for the escape depth of the electrons from a solid versus the kinetic 










# K!! = k!!´ − k!! = G!! !(3)#
#
where# k!!´ # and# k!!# are# respectively# the# projections# of# the# outgoing# and# incoming#
electron# momentum# parallel# to# the# surface,# G!"# is# the# vector# of# the# 2D# reciprocal#






of# the# reciprocal# space# it# is#more#convenient# to#extend# this# space# in#3D#drawing# the#


























layers# deep,# and# the# Laue# equation# must# be# taken# into# account.# The# rods# of# 3D#
reciprocal# space# will# be# modulated# periodically# and# in# the# limit# of# the# infinite#
penetration#depth#they#will#become#the#points.#The#intensity#of#the#spots#appearing#in#
the#diffraction#pattern#according#to# the#equation# (3)#will#also#be#modulated.#As#seen#
from# the# example# in# the# figure# 2.7,# direction# corresponding# to# the# # (3, 0)# rod# of#
reciprocal#space#gives#a#spot#of#high#intensity,#whereas#(1,#0)#reflection#would#be#weak.#
Random# defects# on# the# surface# do# not# perturb# the# LEED# pattern# due# to# the# small#
coherence# length# of# the# electrons# (10# nm)# however# any# periodic# structure# on# the#
surface# will# alter# the# Laue# conditions# (3)# and# therefore# modify# the# respective#
diffraction#pattern.#Figure#2.8# illustrates#the#simplest#case#of#a#surface#with#a#regular#
array#of#monoatomic#steps#resembling#the#microstructure#of#a#vicinal#surface.#The#step#





surface,# are# superimposed.# The# reciprocal# lattice# periodicity# is# given# by# 2π/a#
corresponding#to#the#distance#between#the#rods#whereas#the#second#periodicity#arises#
from#the#average#surface#and#is#given#by#2π/d.#
Since# the# terraces# have# a# finite#width# the# rods# become# slightly# delocalized#which# is#
#
#
Figure 2.8: Ewald construction (left) and LEED pattern (right) for a vicinal surface. The energy 
of the incoming beam is defined by the length of kin and gives rise to the Ewald sphere for the 
LEED pattern. Intersection of the step array and the atomic lattice rod causes the splitting of the 
spot at (10) while single spot is observed at (00) and (10). The LEED shows an hexagonal 
pattern of the (111) surface of an fcc lattice. Clear and separated spot splitting indicates a 
regular step array#

























shown# in# the# figure# 2.8# (left)# as# a# finite# width# of# the# stripes.# The# modulation# of#
intensity#due#to#the#nonizero#penetration#depth#of#the#electrons#is#shown#as#a#variable#
color# of# the# stripes.# If# the# Ewald# sphere# passes# through# the# point# where# the# stripe#
crosses#the#rod#corresponding#to#the#stepped#structure#the#respective#spot#will#appear#
in#the#diffraction#pattern.#In#some#cases#the#sphere#can#pass#through#the#two#(or#more)#
crossing# points# as# it# happened# for# the# (10)# point# of# the# reciprocal# space# then#
respective#spot#is#split#in#two#as#well#(see#the#figure#2.8#(right)).#The#distance#between#
the# split# spots# is# equal# to# 2π/d# and# therefore# gives# the# possibility# to# calculate# the#
terrace#width.#Clear#and#separated#split#spots#appear#for#a#regular#step#array#and#the#
direction#of#the#splitting#is#perpendicular#to#the#steps.##
The# LEED# experimental# set# up# (see# figure# 2.9)# basically# consists# of# an# electron# gun#
providing# beam# energy# in# the# range# of# 40i400# eV# and# a# fluorescence# phosphorous#
screen#where#the#Bragg#spots#are#visualized.#The#operation#mode#of#the#LEED#system#is#
the#following:#the#filament#is#heated#and#emitted#electrons#pass#through#some#optical#
apertures# that#are#used# for# the#acceleration#and# focusing#of# the#electron#beam.#The#












Figure 2.9: Standard LEED setup with main components indicated [24].#
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Scanning# Tunneling#Microscopy# (STM)# is# a# scanning# probe# technique# that# allows# to#
obtain# real# space# images# of# a# semiconductor# or# metallic# surface# with# atomic#
resolution.# The# image# is# obtained#by# recording# the# electron# tunnel# current# between#
the#tiny#metallic#tip,#which#is#moved#across#the#surface,#and#the#sample#surface.##
The# STM# is# based# on# the# quantum# mechanical# effect# of# tunneling,# and# is# a#
consequence# of# the# wavelike# properties# of# the# particles.# In# contrast# to# a# classical#
picture,# the# tunneling# effect# basically# states# that# a# particle# impinging# a# potential#
barrier# with# energy# lower# than# the# height# of# the# potential# barrier# can# penetrate#
through#this#barrier#and#reappear#at#the#other#side.#The#distance#between#the#tip#and#
the#sample#is#represented#by#the#width#of#the#barrier#while#the#height#of#this#barrier#is#
given# by# the# work# function,# which# is# the# minimum# energy# required# to# remove# an#
electron#from#a#metallic#surface.#This#work#function#is#usually#in#the#range#2F5#eV#[41]#
and#depends#on#the#material#and#on#the#crystallographic#orientation#of#the#surface.##
To# initiate# the# tunneling# a# metallic# sharp# tip# is# brought# very# close# (5F10# Å)# to# the#







# !! ∝ !! exp! −!" ! #
#
Figure 2.10: Simplified structure of a scanning tunneling microscope [38]. #
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where#U# is# the# applied# voltage# between# the# two# electrodes# (tip# and# sample),#ϕ!the#
average#work# function# (ϕ>>eU)#and#K,#a#constant.#The#exponential#dependence#of# IT#
on#d# and#ϕ!functions# gives# high# sensitivity# to# the# instrument.# IT# usually# changes#one#





voltage# shifts# (upwards# or# downwards)# the# energy# levels# [42].# If# positive# voltage# is#
applied#the#tunneling#current#can#only#occur#in#the#direction#from#the#metal#tip#to#the#
sample# (figure#2.11a).#More#precisely,# there# is#a# flow#of#electrons# from#the#occupied#
metal#states#into#empty#states#of#the#sample.#On#the#contrary,#when#negative#voltage#
is#applied#to#the#sample#the#current#flows#from#occupied#surface#states#of#the#sample#
(figure#2.11b).# Therefore,#according# to# the# sign#of# the#voltage#empty# states# (positive#
bias)#or#occupied#states#(negative#bias)#of#the#sample#can#be#probed.#
Regarding#the# instrument,# the#movements# (x,y,z)#of# the#tip#are#controlled#by#electric##
signals# applied# to# the# piezoelectric# transducers# (see# figure# 2.12).# By#means# of# these#
transducers#variation#of#voltage#of#1#mV#gives# the#movement#with#accuracy# in# the#Å#








sent# to# the#piezoFelectric# transducer.#The#current# is#kept#constant#by#approaching#or#
retracting#the#tip#from#the#sample#and,#therefore,#the#correction#signal#is#related#to#the#
#
Figure 2.11: Energy band scheme of the tunneling junction for two opposite values of bias 
voltage. The “semiconductor” refers to the sample [24].#
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Figure 2.12: Main components of the electronics of a STM. The tunneling current between the 
simple and the tip controls the movement of the tip in the z direction via feedback electronics 
and HV amplifiers [24].#
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2.3 Single-domain particles 
Since$the$magnetic$objects$studied$in$this$work$(continuous$atomic$layers$and$islands$
of$ few$monolayers$ height)$ have$ at$ least$ one$ of$ the$ characteristic$ dimensions$ in$ the$
range$of$1$nm,$the$effect$of$the$reduced$size$on$the$magnetic$properties$of$materials$is$
briefly$reviewed.$The$first$obvious$consequence$of$the$decreasing$of$the$characteristic$
dimensions$ is$ a$ disappearance$ of$ the$ magnetic$ domains.$ Indeed,$ for$ small$
ferromagnetic$ particles$ there$ is$ a$ critical$ size$ below$ which$ the$ energy$ cost$ of$ the$
creation$ of$ a$ domain$ wall$ is$ higher$ than$ the$ energy$ gain$ due$ to$ elimination$ of$ the$
dipolar$ energy.$ Thus,$ below$ certain$ size$ the$ particles$ in$ thermodynamic$ equilibrium$
are$in$single$domain$state.$$The$critical$radius$rc$is$given$by$[44]$





One$ of$ the$ most$ common$ techniques$ of$ magnetic$ measurements$ is$ tracing$ the$
magnetization$ reversal$ by$ applying$ a$ external$ magnetic$ field.$ This$ process$ can$ be$
represented$as$a$plot$of$the$projection$of$the$magnetic$moment$on$the$field$direction$
versus$ the$ field$ strength$ (magnetization$ loops).$ The$ virtue$ of$ the$ single\domain$
particles$ is$that$the$magnetisation$reversal$at$zero$temperature$ looks$ like$a$coherent$
rotation$of$the$effective$macrospin.$In$the$case$of$the$uniaxial$anisotropy$$







Figure 2.13: Rotation of the magnetization by H applied field in a single-domain ellipsoid [46]. 
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$ ! = !! + !! = !!"#!! − !!! cos ! − ! !!!
Here$ the$ applied$ field$ H$ makes$ an$ angle$ α$ with$ the$ easy$ axis$ and$θ$is$ the$ angle$
between$Ms$and$the$easy$axis$[46].$An$angle$!$defining$the$orientation$of$Ms$is$found$
by$means$of$minimization$of$E:$ !!"!" = 2!!!"#$!!"#$ − !!! sin ! − ! = 0!!(1)!!! !!!!!!!
while$the$component$of$magnetization$in$the$field$direction$is$
$ M = M! cos α− θ !!(2)!$
$
A$ more$ compact$ form$ of$ these$ equations,$ usually$ used$ in$ the$ micromagnetic$
calculations,$ is$ obtained$ substituting$ the$ field$ and$ the$ magnetization$ by$ the$ their$
unitless$normalized$counterparts$h$and$m:$
$ h = !!! = H !!!" ,$$m = !!!$
$ sinθ!cosθ− h sin α− θ = 0!!(3)$
$
Magnetization$ loops$ calculated$ using$ equation$ (3)$ for$ various$ orientations$ of$ the$





Figure 2.14: Hysteresis loops for single-domain particles with uniaxial anisotropy. α is the 
angle between the easy axis and the field [46].$
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$ H! = 2KM! !!(4)$
$
In$ contrast,$ the$ magnetization$ reversal$ in$ the$ field$ parallel$ to$ the$ easy$ axis$ is$





In$ the$ previous$ section,$magnetization$ reversal$ was$ considered$ for$ the$ case$ of$ zero$
temperature.$ However,$ in$ small$ particles$ the$ anisotropy$ energy$ that$ defines$ the$
direction$of$the$magnetic$moment$is$comparable$with$the$energy$of$thermal$agitation,$$
which$ changes$ the$ parameters$ of$ the$ loops$ calculated$ within$ the$ Stoner\Wohlfarth$
model.$ A$ uniaxial$ single$ domain$ particle$ in$ a$ zero$ applied$ field$ has$ an$ anisotropy$
energy$given$by$
$ ! = !"!"#!!$
$
where$V$ is$ the$volume$of$ the$particle$and$!$is$ the$angle$between$ the$magnetization$
direction$and$the$easy$axis.$According$to$this$expression$!=0$or$π$are$the$directions$of$
minimum$ energy$ separated$ by$ an$ energy$ barrier$ ΔEB=KV.$ The$ dependence$ of$ the$
energy$on$the$angle$!$is$shown$in$figure$2.15.$In$the$absence$of$perturbing$forces$that$
could$make$the$magnetization$cross$over$the$barrier,$the$magnetization$would$remain$
stable$ pointing$ in$ one$ of$ the$ directions$ (θ=0$ or$ π).$ However,$ thermal$ agitation$ can$
provide$enough$energy$to$cross$over$ the$barrier.$This$can$occur$ if$ the$volume$of$ the$
particle$is$small,$so$that$the$height$of$the$barrier$is$lowered,$or$also$if$the$temperature$
is$ high.$ In$ any$ of$ those$ cases$ the$ fluctuations$ of$ the$ magnetic$ moment$ would$
$
Figure 2.15: Scheme of the free energy of a single-domain particle with uniaxial anisotropy as 




overcome$ the$ anisotropy$ energy$ and$ spontaneously$ reverse$ the$ direction$ of$
magnetization$without$ any$ external$ field.$ The$ characteristic$ feature$ of$ this$ so\called$
superparamagnetic$ state$ is$ a$ zero$ value$ of$ the$ time\averaged$ of$ the$ remanent$
magnetization.$The$critical$value$of$transition$temperature$from$blocked$to$unblocked$
superparamagnetic$regime$(blocking$temperature)$is$given$by$[48]:$
$ !! = !"25!$
$
where$ k$ is$ the$ Boltzmann$ constant.$ If$ the$ temperature$ is$ lower$ than$ Tb$ and,$ the$
magnetic$moment$of$the$particle$is$blocked,$thermal$agitation$facilitates$magnetization$
reversal$ in$ external$ field,$ decreasing$ the$ coercive$ field.$ The$ respective$ equation$ is$
called$Sharrock’s$law$[49]:$






Experimentally$ it$ is$ found$ that$ anisotropy$ of$ thin$ magnetic$ films$ is$ inversely$
proportional$ to$ their$ thickness$ t$ [21],$ so$ that$ the$plot$of$K*t$vs$ t$ is$ linear$ (see$ figure$
2.16).$ Therefore$ the$ (effective)$ anisotropy$K$of$ a$ thin$magnetic$ film$with$ thickness$ t$
can$be$represented$by$the$sum$of$the$surface$anisotropy$(KS)$and$volume$anisotropy$
(KV)$contributions$[21]:$
$ ! = !!"" = !! + 2!!/!!$$$(5)$
$
Figure 2.16: Plot of the preferred direction of magnetization (in plane or out-of-plane) as a 
function of the thickness [21]. $
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The$ prefactor$ 2$ included$ in$ the$ relation$ shows$ that$ the$ film$ is$ bounded$ by$ two$
identical$interfaces.$Both$values$KS$and$KV$can$be$found$from$the$plot$2.16$as$a$crossing$
point$with$ the$vertical$axis$and$a$ tangent,$ respectively.$For$ the$majority$of$magnetic$
films,$ the$ volume$ contribution$ of$ magnetic$ anisotropy$ is$ dominated$ by$ the$ shape$
anisotropy$ term,$ which$ facilitates$ in\plane$ orientation$ of$ the$ easy$ magnetisation$
direction$(negative$value$of$K).$Nevertheless$the$surface$anisotropy$is$positive$in$many$
cases$and$stronger$than$the$volume$part$[21].$It$results$in$overall$positive$value$of$the$!!""$and$out\of\plane$direction$of$the$easy$magnetic$axis,$as$it$happens,$for$example,$
in$ the$case$of$Co/Pd(111)$and$Co/Ni(111).$Since$ the$second$term$ in$ the$equation$ (5)$
decreases$with$thickness,$volume$contribution$becomes$bigger$at$some$critical$value$t$
and$the$spin$reorientation$transition$from$OOP$to$IP$easy$axis$occurs.$Typical$values$of$
































2.4 XMCD technique 
X3ray$ Magnetic$ Circular$ Dichrosim$ (XMCD)$ can$ be$ defined$ as$ the$ difference$ in$ the$
absorption$intensity$between$parallel$and$antiparallel$orientation$of$the$magnetization$
direction$of$the$sample$with$respect$to$the$helicity$of$the$exciting$circularly$polarized$
light.$ When$ the$ angular$ momentum$ points$ in$ the$ direction$ of$ the$ wavevector$ k$
photons$have$positive$+ħ$helicity$ (the$ so3$ called$ right$ circularly$polarized$ light)$while$
negative$–ħ$helicity$is$referred$to$the$angular$momentum$pointing$in$the$direction$of$3k%




the$ angular$ frequency$ω$ inversely$ proportional$ to$ the$ wavelength$ λ$ as$ω$ =$ 2πc/λ.$
According$ to$ this,$ monochromatic$ light$ with$ tunable$ energy$ is$ used$ for$ the$ XMCD$
experiments.$$
In$ practice$ XMCD$ experiments$ can$ be$ done$ in$ two$ways$ (see$ figure$ 2.17).$ One$ can$
perform$ the$ experiment,$ by$ saturating$ the$ magnetization$ of$ the$ sample$ along$ the$
direction$ of$ k$ and$ then$ keeping$ the$ photon$ helicity$ +ħ.$ Once$ the$ X3ray$ Absorption$
Spectrum$ (XAS)$ is$ measured,$ the$ magnetization$ direction$ is$ maintained$ and$ the$
photon$helicity$ is$ switched$ to$ 3ħ$ in$order$ to$measure$a$ second$spectrum.$Finally$ the$
XMCD$spectrum$is$obtained$by$subtraction$of$both$XAS$spectra.$ Inversely$to$this,$the$
other$ alternative$ is$ to$ switch$ the$ magnetization$ direction$ (±H)$ for$ a$ given$ photon$
helicity.$In$both$cases,$the$magnetization$is$saturated$for$maximum$XMCD$effect.$$
From$the$experimental$point$of$ view,$when$x3rays$ interact$with$matter,$ the$ incident$
photon$is$absorbed$so$that$a$core$hole$is$created$and$an$electron$from$the$core$level$is$
excited.$ Tus$ XMCD$ is$ an$ element$ specific$ technique.$ It$ involves$ the$ electronic$
transition$ of$ a$ core$ electron,$ which$ is$ strongly$ localized$ in$ the$ atom,$ to$ the$ empty$
$
Figure 2.17: For this XMCD experiment the helicity of the light is changed to measure both 







to$ the$ atom$ and$ is$ associated$with$ specific$ transition$ from$ the$ core$ state$ to$ empty$
valence$state$of$the$element.$The$core$hole$has$a$total$angular$momentum$j$given$by$





proposed$ [51].$ The$ sum$ rules$ allow$ quantitative$ separated$ calculation$ of$ spin$ and$
orbital$magnetic$moments$from$XMCD$spectra.$An$example$for$the$Fe$XAS$spectra$ is$
shown$ in$ figure$ 2.18.$ The$ two$ peaks$ correspond$ to$ the$ L3$ (first$ peak)$ and$ L2$ edges$
(second$peak).$$
The$ intensity$ of$ the$ peaks$ represents$ the$ number$ of$ photons$ absorbed$ per$ atom$
divided$by$the$number$of$ incident$photons$per$unit$area.$This$ is$defined$as$the$x3ray$
absorption$cross$section.$The$corresponding$height$for$each$of$the$peaks$is$associated$









Table 2.1: Orbital angular momentum for the different core levels 
$
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The$first$peak$ in$the$XAS$spectrum$is$called$the$L3$peak$and$corresponds$to$the$2p3/2$
configuration$ (j=3/2).$ The$ second$ peak$ is$ called$ the$ L2$ peak$ and$ corresponds$ to$ the$
2p1/2$ configuration$ (j=1/2).$ According$ to$ the$ 2j+1$ quantum$ degeneracy$ four$ states$
correspond$to$the$first$peak$and$two$states$correspond$to$the$second$peak.$These$six$
states$ are$ related$ to$ the$ six$ electrons$ that$ occupy$ the$p$ orbitals.$ The$ intensity$ ratio$
between$ the$ L3$ and$ L2$ peaks$ is$ 2:1$ respectively$ if$ the$ spin3orbit$ split$ states$ are$only$
considered.$ At$ the$ L3$ edge$ x3rays$ with$ positive$ photon$ spin$ excite$ more$ spin$ up$
electrons$ than$x3rays$with$negative$photon$ spin$while$at$ the$ L2$edge$ the$opposite$ is$
observed.$
One$ requirement$ for$ the$ application$ of$ the$ sum$ rules$ is$ that$ the$ 3d$ valence$ states$
must$be$separated$from$other$final$states.$In$the$near$edge$region$the$x3ray$excitations$
are$ associated$ with$ transitions$ from$ core$ states$ to$ empty$ valence$ states.$ However,$
outside$ the$ near3edge$ resonance$ region$ the$ photoelectron$ is$ directly$ excited$ into$
continuum$ states$ and$ the$ excitation$ cross$ section$ varies$ smoothly$with$ energy.$ The$
latter$ is$ represented$ by$ the$ background,$ which$ is$ assumed$ to$ contain$ all$ the$
continuum$ transitions,$ and$ consists$ of$ one$ function$ represented$ with$ an$ edge$ step$
followed$by$a$constant$cross$section.$$
The$edge$step$function$of$the$background$is$normalized$to$1.$ It$consists$of$two$steps$
corresponding$ to$ the$ L3$ and$ L2$ peaks$ with$ 2/3$ and$ 1/3$ height$ of$ the$ averaged$
normalized$ intensity,$ respectively.$ The$ fractions$ of$ the$ first$ peak$ (2/3)$ and$ second$
absorption$peak$(1/3)$are$associated$with$the$number$of$electrons,$4$and$2$of$the$total$
six$electrons$characteristic$of$the$p$orbitals.$








In$addition$ to$ the$values$obtained$ from$ the$XAS$and$XMCD$spectra$ there$ is$ another$
term$ involved$ in$ the$ two$ equations$ for$ the$ sum$ rules.$ This$ term$ is$ the$ 3d$ electron$
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The$sum$rules$can$only$be$applied$according$to$the$dipole$selection$rules.$These$rules$
correspond$to$allowed$transitions$between$states$of$the$form$ !, !,!! , !,!! $and$obey$
[50]:$
$
Figure 2.19: Representation of the summed XAS spectra, the integral of the summed XAS 
spectra after removal of the two-step like function (r value) and the two-step like function 
(dotted line) for the edge jump removal before the integration [51]. 
$
Figure 2.20: XMCD spectrum  (black line) and integration of the XMCD spectrum (dotted 
line) with indication of p and q values [51].$
2.4$XMCD$technique$!
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It$can$be$seen$from$these$equations$that$the$dipole$operator$does$not$act$on$the$spin,$
and$thus$spin$is$preserved$in$the$allowed$transitions.$It$is$assumed$that$the$size$of$the$
absorbing$ atomic$ shell$ is$ small$ relative$ to$ the$ x3ray$wavelength,$ then$ r ≪ 1/ k =λ/2π$and$the$electric$field$which$drives$the$electronic$transition$ is$constant$over$the$
atomic$ volume.$ Taking$ into$ account$ the$ transitions$ from$ 2p$ core$ shell$ of$ radius$r ≃ 0.01!nm$ and$ the$ photon$ energy$ range$ (≤ 1000!eV)$ which$ corresponds$ to$ a$




The$ element$ specific$ hysteresis$ loop$ that$ relates$ the$ applied$magnetic$ field$with$ its$
magnetization$can$also$be$measured.$$Magnetism$through$the$hysteresis$loop$can$thus$
be$ investigated$ for$ the$ specific$ element$ by$ monitoring$ the$ XAS$ at$ the$ element´s$
maximum$absorption$edge.$This$corresponds$to$the$energy$of$the$L3$peak.$The$method$
is$ the$ following:$ the$ helicity$ is$ chosen,$ for$ example$ +ħ,$ and$ kept$ fixed$while$ XAS$ is$
measured$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$ applied$ magnetic$ field$ (from$ +H$ to$ –H).$ The$ same$
procedure$ is$ repeated$with$ 3ħ$ helicity$ for$ the$ XAS$measurement.$ Finally,$ the$ XMCD$
hysteresis$loop$is$obtained$by$subtraction$of$both$XAS$measurements.$
The$results$of$the$XMCD$measurements$shown$in$this$thesis$were$carried$out$ in$two$
synchrotron$beamlines:$, DEIMOS$ (Dichroism$ Experimental$ Installation$ for$ Magneto3Optical$
Spectroscopy)$in$SOLEIL$synchrotron$, BL293BOREAS$(Resonant$Absorption$and$Scattering)$in$ALBA$synchrotron$!
DEIMOS$beamline$allows$to$perform$XMCD$measurements$in$the$35032500$eV$energy$
range.$The$end3station$ is$provided$with$cryomagnets$ so$ that$±7T$ (in$ the$direction$of$
the$beam)$and$±2$T$(perpendicular$to$the$beam)$can$be$achieved.$Sample$temperature$
measurements$between$1.5$K$and$350$K$can$be$performed$[55].$
There$ are$ two$preparation$ chambers$ (RAOUL$ and$MBE)$ connected$ to$ the$ beamline.$
Both$ are$ used$under$UHV$ conditions$ (in$ the$ low$10310$mbar)$ for$ sample$ preparation$

















BL293BOREAS$ beamline$ is$ equipped$with$ two$ end3stations,$ HECTOR$ and$MARES,$ for$
Dichroism$ and$ Scattering$ techniques,$ respectively.$ Our$ XMCD$ experiments$ were$
performed$in$HECTOR$end3station$(see$figure$2.22).$Absorption$spectra$of$the$photons$
in$the$8034000$eV$energy$range$can$be$acquired$[56].$HECTOR$end3station$is$equipped$
by$ vector$ magnet$ and$ connected$ to$ the$ sample$ preparation$ and$ characterization$
facility$ distributed$ between$ 33chamber$ (load3lock,$ buffer$ and$main$ chamber)$ setup.$
The$ load3lock$ is$ used$ for$ fast$ sample$ change,$ the$ buffer$ chamber$ allows$ smooth$
transition$ of$ the$ pressure$ from$ high$ vacuum$ of$ the$ load3lock$ chamber$ to$ UHV$ (the$
base$pressure$is$of$the$order$of$10310$mbar)$of$the$main$chamber.$It$is$provided$with$a$
parking$for$up$to$four$samples.$The$main$chamber$is$used$for$sample$preparation$and$
main$components$are$ the$ ion$sputtering$gun,$ the$heating$stage$and$ the$evaporators$
for$metals$and$organic$molecules.$ It$ is$ just$situated$below$the$center$of$ the$HECTOR$









measurements$ it$ is$mounted$ on$ a$ sample$ holder$ attached$ to$ the$ cold$ finger$ of$ the$
cryostat.$Measurements$between$2$K$and$350$K$can$be$performed.$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$





2.5 Local experimental setup 
A$ surface$ magnetoGoptic$ Kerr$ effect$ (MOKE)$ setup$ for$ measurements$ in$ ultrahigh$
vacuum$(UHV)$has$been$constructed.$This$system$combines$ in$situ$MOKE,$LEED$(Low$
Energy$ Electron$ Diffraction)$ and$ STM$ (Scanning$ Tunneling$ Microscopy)$ in$ two$
separated$ UHV$ chambers$ and$ then$ allows$ the$ preparation,$ characterization$ and$




allows$ experiments$ during$ one$ day$ without$ contamination$ of$ the$ surface.$ Thus,$ a$
variety$ of$ pumps$ are$ used$ to$ reach$ UHV$ pressure.$ First,$ a$ scroll$ pump$ is$ used$ for$






An$ important$ feature$ for$ the$ construction$ of$ the$ experimental$ setup$ is$ that$ all$
materials$ must$ be$ UHV$ compatible$ and$ bakeable$ at$ 150$ ºC.$ Furthermore,$ the$
components$ of$ the$ manipulator$ are$ non$ magnetic$ in$ order$ to$ avoid$ effects$ in$ the$
MOKE$ signal.$Molibdenum$and$ titanium$bolts$were$used$ for$ fixing$different$ parts$ of$




Figure 2.23: Front view of the UHV system with Chamber 1 (STM) and Chamber 2 (MOKE 
and LEED). MOKE part is not shown in this figure$
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1$ (see$ figure$2.23)$has$been$ constructed$ for$ the$preparation$and$ characterization$of$
the$ samples.$ The$ preparation$ is$ carried$ out$ in$ the$ sample$ manipulator$ in$ the$
temperature$range$from$300$K$to$1000$K.$The$position$of$ the$manipulator$ (indicated$
with$ red$ circle)$ inside$ the$ chamber$ is$ fixed$but$360º$ rotation$ is$ allowed.$ This$makes$
possible$ facing$ the$ sample$with$ the$evaporators$ located$ in$different$positions$of$ the$
chamber.$ The$ evaporation$ is$ carried$ out$ with$ the$ MBE$ (molecular$ beam$ epitaxial)$
technnique$that$allows$the$growth$of$thin$films.$The$experimental$setup$incorporates$
two$ types$of$evaporators.$One$of$ the$evaporator$ integrates$a$ flux$monitor$ (Omicron$
EFM$3)$ and$ the$ evaporation$ is$ carried$ out$ by$ electron$bombardment$ heating$ of$ the$
bar,$ rod$ or$ crucible.$ Voltage$ in$ the$ range$ 800G1000$ V$ is$ usually$ applied$ in$ this$
evaporator.$The$second$evaporator$(Specs$EBEG4)$also$uses$electron$bombardment$to$
produce$ intense$ localized$heating.$ It$ is$provided$with$four$different$materials;$ two$of$
them$ are$ evaporated$ from$ their$ rod$ form$ and$ the$ other$ two$ from$ the$ crucibles.$




Characterization$ of$ the$ growth$ nanostructures$ is$ carried$ out$ by$ a$ Variable$













Next,$ we$ will$ introduce$ Chamber$ 2$ (figure$ 2.25).$ It$ has$ been$ constructed$ for$
characterization$ and$measurements$ of$ the$ samples$ by$ LEED$ and$MOKE$ techniques,$
respectively.$Each$of$the$techniques$is$performed$in$two$different$manipulators$with$a$
distance$ separation$ of$ 300$ mm.$ The$ LEED$ model$ is$ shown$ in$ figure$ 2.26$ (Omicron$
SPECTALEED).$It$incorporates$an$integral$electron$source$which$operates$up$to$3,5$keV$
and$the$filament$operating$current$is$approximately$1,7$A.$In$order$to$avoid$damage$of$
the$ filament$ during$ operation$ the$ pressure$ in$ the$ chamber$ should$ be$ below$ 1x10G7$
mbar.$ The$ manipulator$ used$ for$ the$ LEED$ was$ also$ used$ for$ common$ surface$
preparation$methods$such$as$sputtering$and$annealing$cycles.$Sputtering$is$carried$out$
with$ an$ ion$ gun,$ and$ annealing$ temperatures$ up$ to$ 1000K$ can$ be$ reached.$ This$
manipulator$consists$of$two$sample$stages$that$can$be$rotated$and$also$moved$in$the$
three$main$directions$(x,y,z).$$
MOKE$ is$ a$ common$ technique$ for$ studying$ thin$ film$ and$ surface$ magnetism.$ The$
constructed$MOKE$setup$allows$application$of$magnetic$fields$up$to$0.1$T$at$any$angle$














software$was$used$ for$modeling$ the$electromagnetic$ system$and$demonstrated$ that$
minimum$ distance$ between$ poles$ is$ the$ most$ important$ factor$ for$ maximizing$ the$
magnetic$field.$The$distance$between$the$poles$is$34$mm.$It$is$the$minimum$that$allows$
passing$with$the$horizontal$transfer$bar$from$one$chamber$to$the$other$one.$$
Outside$ the$ chamber$ soft$ iron$ cylinders$ continue$ these$ poles$ and$ pass$ through$ the$
coils.$Cylinders$are$fixed$to$the$flanges$by$bolts$and$can$be$removed$for$bakeGout.$The$
$
Figure 2.27: The magnetic field is created at any β angle in the XY plane$
$
Figure 2.26: Omicron SPECTALEED is the LEED model used for the experimental LEED 





reason$ to$ insert$ the$ cylinders$ in$ the$ coils$ is$ the$ permeability$ of$ the$ soft$ iron$ that$
amplifies$the$magnetic$field.$ARMCO$iron$is$known$to$be$one$of$the$purest$grades$of$
iron.$ Because$ of$ its$ high$ purity,$ motion$ of$ the$ domain$ walls$ is$ not$ restricted$ by$





performed$ previous$ to$ the$ measurements.$ The$ measured$ values$ of$ the$ major$
horizontal$ and$ vertical$ fields$were$ very$ similar$ and$ reached$ 900Oe$ as$ it$ is$ shown$ in$
figure$ 2.28.$A$ small$ remanence$was$ seen$when$no$ current$passes$ through$ the$ coils.$
This$remanence$was$due$to$the$ferromagnetism$of$the$iron$core$and$was$about$10$Oe.$
The$field$close$to$the$center$position$is$homogeneous$as$it$can$be$in$figure$2.29$from$
the$measured$values$ for$ the$horizontal$ field$ in$all$ the$3D$directions$separated$3$mm$
from$this$ central$point.$For$ the$maximum$applied$ field$ the$maximum$difference$was$
approximately$30$Oe.$Thus,$the$magnetic$field$ is$nearly$constant$ in$this$entire$region$
(maximum$variation≈3%)$which$agreed$well$with$the$objective$of$homogeneity$of$the$











Figure 2.28: Measured vertical and horizontal fields as a function of the current of the coils$

























of$ a$ cryogenic$head$ that$ is$ connected$ to$a$helium$compressor$by$ two$gas$ lines.$ The$
cryostat$ (Advanced$ Research$ Systems$ DEG204P)$ has$ a$ high$ cooling$ power$ and$ very$
close$to$the$sample$position$minimum$temperature$of$9$K$was$achieved.$In$fact,$MOKE$














Figure 2.29: Horizontal magnetic field values in different directions 3 mm away from the 
central position 


























Gradient of Horizontal (major) field, dx = 3 mm
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3. Polishing of the curved crystals 
In$this$chapter,$previously$to$the$characterization$of$the$curved$crystals$with$different$
experimental$ techniques$the$main$aspects$of$the$procedure$for$the$construction$and$
polishing$ of$ the$ curved$ crystals$ are$ summarized.$ The$ development$ of$ this$ new$ and$
versatile$tool$allows$to$curve$crystals$within$a$wide$range$of$materials.$Soft$and$ductile$
ductile$such$as$copper$and$palladium,$but$also$hard$and$brittle$materials$such$as$nickel$
and$ bismuth$ respectively,$ were$ curved.$ However,$ this$ thesis$ is$ only$ focused$ on$ the$
study$of$curved$Pd(111)$and$Ni(111)$crystals.$
These$two$commercial$crystals$were$initially$flat$(111)$crystals.$There$are$basically$two$
aspects$ that$ characterize$ commercial$ crystals;$ the$ main$ and$ the$ secondary$
crystallographic$ directions.$ The$ main$ crystallographic$ direction$ is$ defined$ by$ the$
direction$normal$to$the$plane$of$the$surface$of$cutting.$These$crystals$are$oriented$with$
respect$ to$ the$ [111]$ direction.$ The$ secondary$ crystallographic$ direction$ defines$ the$
direction$ of$ the$ crystal$ on$ the$ plane$ of$ the$ surface$ and$ is$ used$ as$ a$ reference$with$
respect$to$one$of$the$edges$of$the$crystal.$
The$orientation$accuracy$for$the$main$direction$[111]$is$below$0.10.$For$the$secondary$




3.1$ shows$ an$ example$ of$ a$ flat$ (111)$ crystal$ with$ main$ directions$ and$ dimensions$
indicated$and$the$same$crystal$after$the$curving$and$polishing$process.$
For$the$construction$of$a$curved$crystal,$all$the$components$of$the$tool$were$designed$
and$ then$ fabricated.$ This$ tool$ makes$ it$ possible$ to$ convert$ the$ flat$ surface$ into$ a$
curved$surface$with$a$manual$procedure$(transference$of$knowledge$of$the$developed$











Figure 3.1: Schemes of a) the comercial flat (111) crystal and b) the same crystal after our 






polishing$ process$ respectively.$ Both$ processes$were$ carried$ out$with$ the$ same$ tool.$
The$ majority$ of$ the$ material$ was$ removed$ and$ the$ curvature$ of$ the$ crystal$ was$
reached$with$the$grinding$process.$Removal$of$the$material$was$possible$by$direct$and$
continuos$ contact$ between$ the$ sample,$ the$ abrasive$ and$ the$ consumables.$ Then,$




crystal.$ This$ angle$ corresponds$ to$ a$ 12$ mm$ wide$ sample$ and$ this$ is$ the$ maximum$








more$ recently$ the$ “Metalog$ Guide”$ helped$ the$ work$ of$ the$ metallographic$ sample$
preparation.$$
The$choice$of$the$consumables$was$divided$in$three$main$parts:$the$type$of$abrasive,$
the$ grain$ size$ and$ the$ cooling$ liquid.$ Each$ of$ these$ parts$ was$ also$ different$ for$ the$
grinding$ and$ polishing$ process.$ Now$ we$ will$ introduce$ the$ aspects$ that$ were$
considered$for$the$selection$of$the$consumables.$
• Type%of%the%abrasive%
The$ grinding$ process$ is$ the$ first$ stage$ in$ the$ material$ removal.$ Different$ types$ of$
abrasives$can$be$used$depending$on$the$hardness$and$the$ductility$of$the$material$to$
be$ground.$Vicker$hardness$ tests$are$very$common$ for$measurements$of$metals$and$
the$ unit$ of$ hardness$ is$ given$ by$ the$ Vickers$ Pyramid$ Number$ (HV).$ It$ gives$ a$ value$
related$with$the$resistance$of$ the$material$ to$plastic$deformation.$For$palladium$and$
nickel$ crystals$SiC$papers$were$used$ since$ they$were$appropriate$ for$wetbgrinding$of$
materials$with$30b800$HV$within$manual$preparation.$$
For$ the$ polishing$ process$ the$ selected$ abrasive$ was$ diamond.$ It$ is$ known$ as$ the$
hardest$ material$ (around$ 8000$ HV).$ Diamonds$ have$ demonstrated$ to$ efficiently$
remove$ scratches$ caused$ by$ grinding$ without$ causing$ excessive$ deformation.$ It$ is$






Polishing$ can$ be$ carried$ out$ with$ cloths$ of$ different$ elasticity.$ Polishing$ cloths$ are$
made$ of$ carefully$ selected$ materials$ and$ have$ separate$ layers.$ Depending$ on$ their$
properties$with$respect$to$abrasive$grain$retention$and$texture$a$variety$of$woven,nonb











small$ cutting$ edges$ that$ result$ in$ a$ high$ material$ removal$ and$ low$ scratch$ depth.$
Polycrystalline$diamonds$were$chosen$for$palladium$and$nickel$crystals$since$they$are$
best$suited$for$highest$requirements$and$optimum$surface$quality$of$the$sample.$Grain$





Figure 3.2: Examples of the types of abrasive used in the grinding process (SiC paper) and 







For$ the$ polishing$ process$ diamond$ products$ are$ used$ in$ combination$ of$ lubricants,$
instead$ of$ water.$ Lubricants$ ensure$ correct$ cooling$ and$ smearing$ of$ the$ sample$
surface.$ According$ to$ the$material$ and$ the$ stage$ of$ the$ polishing$ process$ there$ are$
different$ types$ of$ lubricants.$ It$ is$ important$ to$ adjust$ the$ quantity$ of$ diamond$ in$













Technical$ specifications$ of$ the$ preparation$ method$ in$ the$ Metalog$ Guide$ from$








is$ the$ability$of$ the$material$ to$be$plastically$deformed$needs$ to$be$also$ considered.$
The$ metalogram$ (figure$ 3.3)$ is$ divided$ in$ nine$ different$ regions$ with$ Xbaxis$





to$ areas$ from$ left$ to$ the$ right$ of$ these$ regions,$ respectively.$ On$ the$ other$ hand,$
bismuth$ is$ a$ brittle$ material$ and$ has$ very$ low$ value$ of$ hardness$ and$ therefore$ it$
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corresponds$ to$ the$ leftmost$ part$ of$ the$metalogram$ in$ the$ region$A.$ An$ electrolytic$





like$ reflective$ surface$ without$ visible$ imperfections$ there$ are$ other$ requirements,$
which$must$be$fulfilled$by$the$MOKE$and$LEED$experimental$techniques.$














Figure 3.3: Struers metalogram for the preparation method. It is divided in nine regions that 
depend on the Vickers hardness and the ductility of the material [59]. The materials curved in 














of$ all$ the$ process$ because$ the$ majority$ of$ the$ material$ wass$ removed$ and$ the$ flat$
surface$was$converted$into$a$curved$surface.$
o Grinding!with!SiC!paper:!P500,!P1200,!P2400.!
Once$ that$ the$ curvature$ of$ the$ crystal$ was$ obtained$ next$ stages$ were$ aimed$ to$
progressive$ reduction$of$ the$ size$of$ the$ scratches$ from$ the$ surface.$ Table$3.1$ shows$








pattern$with$ similar$ size$ of$ all$ the$ scratches.$ According$ to$ the$ interval$ between$ the$
grain$sizes$of$ the$SiC$papers,$ the$new$scratches$had$ to$be$ reduced$approximately$ to$










Polishing$ removed$ the$ damage$ (scratches,$ embedded$ grains...)$ introduced$ by$ the$
grinding$process.$This$was$achieved$with$steps$of$successively$finer$abrasive$particles.$
For$ this$ purpose,$ instead$ of$ the$ SiC$ papers,$ diamond$ products$ were$ used$ for$ the$
polishing$ process. Polishing$ was$ carried$ out$ on$ polishing$ cloths$ and$ always$
accompanied$ by$ a$ lubricant.$ The$ choice$ of$ cloth,$ diamond$ grain$ size$ and$ lubricant$
depends$ on$ the$ material$ to$ be$ polished.$ The$ type$ and$ characteristics$ of$ the$
consumables$selected$for$the$polishing$process$appears$in$order$in$table$3.2.$
Diamond$ polishing$ consists$ of$ the$ last$ steps$ in$ the$ sample$ preparation$ process$ and$
most$of$the$material$has$already$been$removed$in$the$grinding$process.$The$idea$is$to$
follow$a$progressive$reduction$in$the$size$of$the$scratches$in$order$to$get$a$finer$surface$
in$ each$of$ the$ stages.$Good$ cleaning$of$ the$ cloth$ and$ tools$during$ all$ this$ process$ is$
required$ for$ an$ optimum$ quality$ of$ the$ curved$ surface.$ If$ not$ removal$ of$ the$ new$
created$scratches$on$the$surface$is$more$difficult$because$the$size$of$the$diamonds$is$




! MOKE:$ The$ surface$ quality$ of$ the$ curved$ crystal$ was$ tested$ outside$ the$
chamber.$ The$ spot$ of$ the$ incident$ beam$ had$ a$ good$ reflection$ from$ the$ polished$
sample,$ without$ distorted$ shape.$ For$ the$ test$ of$ the$ surface$ laser,$ lens,$ polarizer,$
analyzer$and$the$photodetector$were$used$(see$the$scheme$in$figure$3.4).$Lens$were$
used$ to$ focus$ the$ spot$ on$ the$ sample$ as$ it$ is$ done$ in$ practice$ for$ the$ MOKE$
measurements.$ Due$ to$ the$ curvature$ of$ the$ crystal$ the$ spot$ size$ in$ the$ horizontal$
direction$ elongates.$ The$ intensity$ of$ the$ reflected$ spot$ was$ measured$ with$ the$




milivolts$ which$ represented$ only$ about$ 1b2%$ of$ the$ total$ signal.$ This$ result$ was$






Table 3.2: Characteristics of the consumables for the polishing process$
$!
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In$ fact,$ rough$ surfaces$ were$ tested$ and$ showed$ halo.$ This$ made$ it$ impossible$ to$
measure$the$MOKE$signal$by$the$photodetector.$





For$ this$ purpose,$ the$ curved$ surface$ of$ a$ Cu(111)$ single$ crystal$ was$ evaluated$ in$
different$ stages$ of$ the$ grinding$ process$ by$ means$ of$ the$ confocal$ microscopy$
technique. The$analyzed$surface$was$3$mm$x$3$mm$area$of$the$sample.$This$work$was$
done$ in$ collaboration$ with$ “Cidetec”$ technological$ center$ and$ the$ results$ are$
summarized$in$table$3.3.$
The$ roughness$ on$ the$ surface$ decreased$with$ the$ use$ of$ finer$ abrasive$ papers.$ This$
result$ was$ expected$ because$ the$ use$ of$ progressively$ finer$ abrasives$ is$ aimed$ to$
decrease$ the$ size$ of$ the$ scratches$ on$ the$ surface.$ Two$ electrochemical$ polishing$












Figure 3.4: MOKE scheme for checking the size of the spot and the intensity of the signal from 








deformations$ caused$ from$ the$mechanical$ polishing$ and$ also$ risks$ of$ damage$ in$ the$
manipulation.$This$treatment$basically$consists$of$circulating$a$current$from$the$anode$
to$ the$ cathode$ inside$ an$electrolyte$ solution.$ The$ anode$ is$ the$Cu$ single$ crystal$ and$
particles$ from$its$surface$move$to$the$cathode.$An$schematic$example$of$the$surface$
before$and$after$the$electrochemical$process$is$shown$in$figure$3.5.$The$roughness$of$









$To$ sum$up,$ the$mechanical$process$ that$ covers$all$ the$grinding$and$polishing$ stages$
without$the$electrochemical$treatment$takes$approximately$40$hours,$as$it$is$shown$in$
figure$3.6.!The$electrochemical$implementation$significantly$reduces$the$total$time$of$
the$ process$ and$ takes$ about$ 10$ hours$ (the$ grinding$ process$ up$ to$ the$ P2400$ stage$












Figure 3.5: Schemes of a sample surface before and after an electrochemical treatment process$
$!
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Looking$ at$ the$ results$ obtained$ from$ the$ electrochemical$ experiments$ use$ of$ this$
technique$ showed$ interesting$ advantages$ in$ terms$of$ surface$quality$ and$processing$
time.$ Excellent$ roughness$ values$ were$ reached$ with$ the$ analyzed$ Cu$ monocrystal.$
However,$ this$ technique$ in$ practice$ presents$ experimental$ difficulties$ since$ the$




















4. Structural characterization of the curved crystals 
This$ chapter$ is$ intended$ to$ present$ the$ results$ of$ the$ investigation$ of$ the$
microstructure$ of$ surfaces$ vicinal$ to$ the$ (111)$ plane$ of$ the$ singleMcrystal$ Pd$ and$Ni.$
According$ to$ the$ general$ theory$ presented$ in$ the$ chapter$ 2.1$ a$ high$ index$ plane$
making$ a$ small$ (miscut)$ angle$with$ some$ low$ index$ plane$ can$ be$ unstable.$ In$many$
cases$a$more$energetically$ favourable$structure$having$ the$same$average$orientation$
consists$ of$ flat$ terraces$ built$ of$ the$ closest$ low$ index$ atomic$ planes$ separated$ by$
atomic$steps.$$
The$ regular$ array$ of$ steps$making$ up$ a$ vicinal$ surface$ is$ shown$ schematically$ in$ the$
figure$4.1.$An$effective$high$ index$plane$(the$soMcalled$optical$surface)$ is$represented$





tan! = !"#$%&!!"#$!"##$%"! "#$ℎ = ℎ! !!!!!(1)$
The$ step$ height$ represents$ the$ distance$ between$ two$ crystallographic$ planes.$
According$to$basic$crystallography$for$a$cubic$system$this$distance$is$given$by:$$
$ ℎ = !!!! + !! + !! !,!!!!!!(2)$
$
where$a!!is$the$lattice$constant$and$j,$k,$l$are$the$indices$defining$the$plane$orientation.$




with$ the$main$ crystallographic$ directions.$ It$ is$ clearly$ seen$ that$ the$ least$ separated$
atomic$ rows$ run$along$ the$ [110],$ [101]$and$ [011]$directions,$ therefore,$atomic$ steps$
$
Fig 4.1: a) Side view of a vicinal surface with the most relevant parameters indicated. b) 






formation$ of$ kinks$ and$ tend$ to$ stay$ straight.$ The$ crystals$ used$ in$ this$ work$ were$




the$ stack$ of$ the$ planes$ along$ the$ [111]$ direction$ demonstrates$ only$ a$ threeMfold$
symmetry.$ The$ reason$ of$ the$ reduced$ symmetry$ is$ a$ nonMequivalent$ position$ of$ the$
atoms$of$the$top$plane$with$respect$to$the$lower$ones.$This$nonMsymmetric$behaviour$
is$ clearly$ seen$ for$ the$ descendent$ atomic$ steps$ towards$ 112 $ and$ 112 $ directions$
(see$the$figure$4.5).$Depending$on$the$chosen$direction$the$vicinal$surface$displays$two$
different$ types$ of$ microfacets$ at$ steps.$ In$ the$ 112 $ direction,$ {100}$ microfacets$




For$ the$chosen$geometry$and$crystal$ structure$ the$ terraces$of$ the$vicinal$ surface$are$
formed$by$ the$ (111)$atomic$planes$ therefore$according$ to$ the$equation$ (2),$ the$step$
$
Figure 4.2: Schematic of the ABC stacking sequence for [111] direction of the fcc crystal$
$
Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the crosscut by the (111) plane of eight unit cells of 




height$is$equal$to$the$respective$interplane$distance:$$ℎ = !!3 !!!!!(3)$
Using$ equations$ (1)$ and$ (3)$ the$ terrace$width$ L$ can$ be$written$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$
miscut$angle$!$and$the$lattice$constant$!!$in$the$following$way:$L = a!3 tanα !!!!!(4)$
The$terrace$width$L$can$also$be$also$expreesed$using$the$effective$number$of$atomic$
rows$!!$in$the$terrace$and$the$distance$between$two$atomic$rows$a!:$! = !!a!!! 5 !
The$asymmetry$in$the$step$structure$gives$rise$to$the$different$terrace$widths$for$each$
type$of$the$steps.$According$to$the$mentioned$asymmetry,$for${100}$steps$the$terrace$
width$ can$ be$ written$ as$ L = (n+ 2/3)a!,$ while$ for$ {111}Msteps$ the$ terrace$ width$
is!L = (n+ 1/3)a!,$ where$ a!$ is$ the$ interatomic$ distance$ in$ the$ direction$
$
Figure 4.4: Scheme of the curved crystals with indications of main directions and type of steps$
$
Figure 4.5: Schematic top view and side view of the two microfacets in the crystal. In the 
direction [112], appear the {100}-microface known as A-type and at the other side, in the 












Figure$ 4.3$ shows$ that$ a$ crosscut$ of$ one$ fcc$ unit$ cell$ by$ the$ (111)$ plane$ contains$ six$
atoms.$Therefore$a$side$of$the$triangle$shown$in$the$figure$4.6$is$a$diagonal$of$face$of$
the$cubic$unit$cell$which$is$equal$to$!! 2$and$the$distance$between$the$atoms$within$
the$atomic$row$!∥$is$given$by:$ !∥ = !! 22 = !!2$
Since$this$triangle$is$equilateral$its$height$and$side$are$related$as$follows:$
sin!60 = 2a!!! 2$
and$the$distance$between$the$rows$is$given$by:$
a! = 32 2 a!$
Eventually,$equations$(4)$and$(5)$allow$to$express$the$terrace$size$for$a$certain$miscut$
angle$in$terms$of$the$number$of$effective$atomic$rows$!!$in$the$terrace$as$follows:$
! != 2 23 tanα !!!!!(6)$




















the$ vicinal$ surface$ is$ correct$ only$ when$ the$ terraces$ are$ separated$ by$ the$ equal$
(monoatomic)$steps.$However,$our$STM$data$presented$in$chapters$4.2$and$4.3$show$
that$ the$ real$ vicinal$ surfaces$ feature$ twoM$ and$ threeMatom$ high$ steps$ therefore$ a$
generalization$of$the$equation$(1)$should$be$developed.$Basic$observation$which$allows$





tg! = !!!"!#$ = !!ℎ + !!2ℎ!!!! + !!!!$
where$N1$and$N2$are$the$number$of$monoatomic$and$diatomic$steps,$h$is$the$height$of$
monoatomic$ step,$ L1$ and$ L2$ are$ the$widths$ of$ the$ terraces$ next$ to$monoatomic$ and$
diatomic$ steps,$ respectively.$ If$ we$ take$ the$ second$ part$ of$ the$ equation$ and$ divide$
both$ the$ numerator$ and$ denominator$ by$ the$ total$ number$ of$ terraces$ (N1+N2)$ it$
reduces$to:$ℎ !!!! + !! + 2!!!! + !!!!!! + !!!!!! + !! =















< !!"" ≥ < ! >!!!! + !! + ! 2!!!! + !! = < ! >!! + 2!! = < ! >2− !! !!!!(8)$!! + !! = 1$
where$ p1$ and$ p2$ are$ the$ probabilities$ of$ having$ one$ and$ two$ atoms$ high$ steps,$
respectively.$If$the$stepped$surface$is$formed$by$monoatomic$steps$only,$!!is$equal$to$
1$and$Leff$is$equivalent$to$the$average$terrace$width$L$from$equation$(1).$If$the$vicinal$
surface$ contains$ higher$ steps$ the$ general$ formula$ for$ the$ effective$ terrace$ width$
obviously$reads:$$
< !!"" >= < ! >!! + 2!! + 3!! +⋯ !!(9)$
where$pi$stands$for$the$probability$to$have$the$i$atoms$high$steps.$
Face$ !!(Å)$ d(Å)$ !!(Å)$ !∥(Å)$ Satom(Å2/atom)$
fcc(111)$ $ !!/ 3$ !! 3 8$ !!/ 2$ !!! 3/4$
Pd$ 3.89$ 2.24$ 2.38$ 2.75$ 6.55$
Ni$ 3.52$ 2.03$ 2.16$ 2.48$ 5.36$
Co$ 3.55$ 2.05$ 2.17$ 2.51$ 5.46$
Table 4.1: Crystallographic prameters of the fcc(111) surfaces. !!!is the lattice constant, d the 
interlayer separation, !! and !∥ are respectively the perpendicular and parallel interatomic 
distances of the steps in the vicinal surface shown in figure 4.4 and Satom is the surface density 
















4.1 Clean curved Pd(111) 
Curved$Pd$crystal$has$been$polished$around$the$[111]$highLsymmetry$direction$in$our$
laboratory$ (see$ details$ of$ the$ procedure$ in$ the$ section$ (3).$ The$ size$ of$ the$ sample$
(9x9mm2)$and$its$shallow$curvature$(R=23.2$mm)$facilitate$mounting$on$the$standard$





and$ {111}$ (BLtype)$ step$ side$ of$ the$ stepped$ surface$ vicinal$ to$ the$ (111)$ plane.$ This$
surface$encompasses$ the$ (557)$plane$at$α=+9.40$ (the$positive$miscut$angle$has$been$
taken$in$the$ 112 $direction),$which$exhibits$13.5$Å$wide$terraces$(5+2/3$atomic$rows)$
at$the$side$of${100}Llike$(ALtype)$steps$and$the$(332)$plane$at$α=L10º,$with$12.7$Å$wide$
terraces$ (5+1/3$ atomic$ rows)$ on$ the$ side$ of$ {111}Llike$ (BLtype)$ steps.$ This$ sample$ is$
schematically$shown$in$figure$4.4.$
The$in$situ$preparation$has$been$done$in$the$UHV$chamber$by$means$of$usual$cycles$of$




order$ to$ guarantee$ the$ thorough$ cleaning$ of$ the$ whole$ surface.$ The$ beam$ current$
measured$ in$ the$grounding$circuit$was$of$3L6$μA$at$argon$pressure$of$p=1.10L6$mbar.$
The$ annealing$ of$ the$ vicinal$ surfaces$ is$ more$ critical$ than$ that$ of$ the$ flat$ surfaces$
because$mobility$ has$ to$ be$ supplied$ to$ atoms$of$ the$ terraces$ and$ also$ of$ the$ steps.$
Furthermore,$the$lateral$structure$of$the$steps$must$be$maintained$in$order$to$create$a$
regular$ array$ of$ steps.$ The$ eLbeam$ heating$ with$ the$ voltage$ of$ 1$ KV$ and$ emission$
current$of$30$mA$had$been$used$to$reach$the$temperature$of$730L760$ºC.$The$duration$
of$the$annealing$was$of$10$min$and$the$final$pressure$has$been$kept$below$5.10L9$mbar.$
The$ structure$ of$ the$ curved$ surface$ has$ been$ initially$ explored$ with$ Low$ Energy$




characteristic$ splitting$of$ the$diffracted$ spots$observed$ in$ stepped$ surfaces$ (see$part$
2.2$ LEED).$ In$ general,$ figures$ from$ (a)$ to$ (h)$ show$ sharp$ spots$with$ low$background$
intensity$ and$well$ defined$ splitting$ of$ the$ spots,$which$ indicate$ good$ crystal$ quality.$
The$hexagonal$ structure$ is$ indicated$ in$ the$ figure$4.8$ (a).$ The$ side$of$ the$hexagon$ is$























Figure 4.8: LEED patterns measured by scanning across the surface of cPd(111), E0 = 82.7 eV 
and indication of the positions of the corresponding LEED patterns on the curved sample.$



























Figure 4.9: a) The top panel shows the LEED pattern taken at 4mm from the center. b) Spatial 









of$ small$ !$ but$ becomes$ slightly$ nonlinear$ when$ !$ approaches$ the$ values$
corresponding$to$the$edges$of$the$sample.$The$clear$separation$between$the$split$spots$
indicates$ that$ the$ curved$ crystal$ features$ a$ regular$ array$ of$ atomic$ steps$ in$ the$ real$
space.$ Moreover,$ the$ splitting$ is$ homogeneous$ and$ symmetric$ with$ respect$ to$ the$
center$of$ the$crystal.$Thus,$ the$curved$Pd(111)$surface$consists$of$atomic$step$arrays$
with$ smooth$ variation$ of$ the$ step$ density$ and$ does$ not$ show$ step$ bunching$ or$
faceting.$
As$it$was$mentioned$in$the$part$2.2,$LEED$is$a$spatially$averaging$technique$that$probes$





terrace$ width$ is$ bigger$ than$ 100$ nm,$ which$ is$ comparable$ with$ the$ terraces$ of$ a$
nominally$ flat$ Pd$ (111)$ crystal.$ The$ image$ demonstrates$ that$ the$ surface$ is$ free$ of$
contamination.$
Since$ the$ terraces$ are$ essentially$ flat,$ the$ most$ interesting$ information$ about$ the$
microstructure$of$the$stepped$surface$concerns$the$shape$and$the$height$of$the$steps.$
These$details$are$more$visible$ in$ the$derivative$plots$ than$ in$ the$ topography$ images.$
Therefore$in$the$next$figures$only$derivative$plots$are$presented$together$with$profiles$
measured$ in$the$original$ topography$ images.$Respective$miscut$angles$are$calculated$









the$ [112]$ direction$ ({111}Ltype$ steps)$ of$ the$ curved$ Pd(111).$ Both$ areas$ are$
characterized$by$ low$density$of$ steps$and$according$ to$ the$profiles$ (figure$4.11$b,$d)$
the$ surface$ features$ only$monoatomic$ steps.$Next$ two$ STM$ images$ (figure$ 4.12$ a,d)$





right$ corner$ of$ the$ image$ (figure$ 4.12$ b)$ and$ the$ profile$ (figure$ 4.12$ c)$ show$ that$
respective$step$has$ twice$ the$height$of$ the$ regular$ step.$Therefore$ these$ two$darker$
lines$were$ attributed$ to$ the$ presence$ of$ the$ diatomic$ steps.$ Figures$ 4.12$ (dLf)$ show$
that$a$vicinal$ flat$ surface$with$a$miscut$angle$of$6.30$presents$ twoLatomsLhigh$ steps.$









Figure 4.11: a) 300x300nm2 STM image at α=0.8º miscut angle showing {111}-type steps, b) 












































Figure 4.12: a) Derivative of the STM image (75x75nm2) taken at α=3.3º for the curved 
Pd(111) at the side of {111} type steps, b) zoom of the figure (a), c) profile of the Figure (b), d) 
derivative of the STM image (50x50nm2) taken at α=6.3º, e) zoom of the figure (d), f) profile 













































Now$ we$ will$ focus$ on$ the$ side$ of$ {100}Ltype$ steps$ which$ correspond$ to$ the$ [112]$





straight$ and$ a$ variation$of$ the$ terrace$width$ is$ concerned$with$ coexistence$of$wider$





the$ diatomic$ steps.$ Steps$ are$ straight$ and$ meandering$ is$ not$ pronounced$ in$ these$
regions.$Figure$4.14$(d)$represents$the$area$closer$to$the$edge$of$the$crystal.$According$
to$ the$STM$ image$ the$ surface$ features$mainly$monoatomic$ steps$but$ some$diatomic$












Figure 4.13: a) 200x200nm2 STM image at α=1.6º miscut angle showing {100}-type steps, b) 





































vicinal$ surface$ is$ found$ to$be$a$periodic$array$of$ flat$ terraces$ separated$by$ relatively$
straight$monoatomic$steps.$The$relative$amount$of$diatomic$steps$is$low$and$therefore$
they$have$not$been$detected$in$the$LEED$patterns.$$
In$addition$ to$ the$ local$highLresolution$data$ showing$ the$morphology$of$ the$ surface,$
STM$ images$ allow$ to$ obtain$ a$ statistical$ information$ about$ the$ terrace$ width$










Figure 4.14: a) derivative of the STM image (100x100nm2) taken at α=3.7º for the curved 
Pd(111) at the side of {100} type steps, b) zoom of the figure (a), c) profile of the figure (b), d) 




























































Figure 4.15: a) Original STM topography image (300x300nm2), b) profile of the figure (a), c) 
STM image after application of the local plane on one of the terraces, d) profile of the figure (c), 
























































(c)$ but$ they$ are$ rotated$ so$ that$ the$ average$ tangent$ plane$ (the$ optical$ plane$ in$ the$
figure$ 4.1)$ is$ horizontal$ (see$ figure$ 4.15$ a).$ To$ avoid$ transformation$ of$ each$ image$
(which$ takes$a$ lot$of$ time)$we$apllied$derivative$ filter$ to$ the$original$ images$directly.$
The$distance$between$the$dips$of$ the$derivate$ image$ in$ this$case$gives$ the$period$of$
the$stepped$surface$measured$in$the$optical$plane$(distance$d$in$the$figure$4.1$a).$This$
parameter$is$clearly$related$to$the$average$terrace$width$as:$







STM$ images$shown$ in$ the$ figures$4.11$ (a),$ (c)$and$4.12$ (a),$ (d)$ ({111}Ltype$steps).$To$
$

















Leff = 16.7 nm
α = 0.8°






































Leff = 3.87 nm
α = 3.3°





















Figure 4.16: a) Terrace width distributions which corresponds to the STM image from the fig. 












improve$ the$ statistics,$ each$ histogram$ was$ built$ out$ of$ three$ different$ STM$ images$
taken$sideLbyLside$ in$the$same$zone.$Therefore,$ the$ images$4.11$(a),$ (c)$and$4.12$(a),$
(d)$can$be$considered$as$representative$examples$of$the$respective$datasets.$In$general$
the$ shape$ of$ the$ distributions$ obeys$ the$ tendency$ predicted$ by$ the$ theory$ of$ the$
chapter$2.1.$The$characteristic$behaviour$of$the$distributions$in$the$regions$close$to$the$





(d)$ ({100}Ltype$ steps)$ demonstrate$more$ complex$ behavior.$ The$ TWD$ shown$ in$ the$
figure$4.17$(a)$characterizes$the$area$closest$to$the$center$of$the$crystal$(α=1.60).$The$
distribution$has$a$shape$similar$to$the$one$observed$in$the$respective$zone$on$the$side$
of$ the$ {111}Ltype$ steps$ (figure$ 4.16$ a).$ Its$ pronounced$ asymmetric$ peak$ is$ shifted$
towards$ smaller$ values$ of$ the$ terrace$widths,$ as$ commonly$ observed$ in$ the$ regions$
with$the$entropic$stepLstep$interactions.$$
Figure$4.17$(b)$shows$different$type$of$distribution$of$the$terrace$width.$The$main$peak$
represents$ the$width$ of$ the$majority$ of$ the$ terraces$ in$ this$ area$ but$ also$ there$ is$ a$
minor$ peak$ with$ a$ height$ approximately$ 1/3$ of$ the$ height$ of$ the$ first$ peak.$ This$
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Figure 4.17: a) Terrace width distributions which corresponds to the STM image from the fig. 













monoatomic$ but$ prone$ to$ strong$meandering.$ Two$ peaks$ in$ the$ TWD$demonstrates$
that$in$this$zone$there$are$two$characteristic$width$of$terraces$which$are$energetically$















of$ two$ Gaussian$ peaks$ (shown$ by$ green$ lines).$ Positions$ of$ the$ peaks$ give$ an$
approximation$of$the$average$terrace$widths$and$the$relative$area$of$the$peaks$is$equal$
to$ the$ respective$ probabilities.$ Results$ of$ fitting$ and$ the$ effective$ terrace$ width$
calculated$ by$means$ of$ equation$ (8)$ are$ shown$ in$ figure$ 4.17$ (c),$ together$with$ the$
experimental$ terrace$ width$ distribution.$ The$ probability$ of$ the$ formation$ of$ the$
diatomic$ steps$ in$ this$ case$ was$ found$ to$ be$ 0.233.$ It$ should$ be$ stressed$ that$






broaden$ this$ single$ peak.$ The$ shape$ of$ this$ distribution$ is$ symmetric$ and$ could$ be$
defined$as$Gaussian$ like.$This$ is$ common$ feature$of$ regions$with$high$density$of$ the$
steps$where$the$distributions$are$driven$by$the$elastic$stepLstep$interactions.$
Next,$we$will$summarize$the$data$obtained$by$means$of$the$statistical$treatment$of$all$
the$STM$images.$We$have$built$ the$plot$shown$ in$ figure$4.18$with$all$ the$histograms$
obtained$ across$ the$ curved$ surface.$ Each$ horizontal$ line$ of$ the$ plot$ represents$ one$
histogram$where$the$values$are$coded$with$colours.$The$YL$coordinate$of$the$histogram$






point$ whose$ XLcoordinate$ is$ equal$ to$ the$ effective$ average$ terrace$ width$ of$ the$




Figure 4.18: Image plot of the curved Pd(111) surface built with all the probability histograms 
at different mean terrace values <L>. Histograms are individually normalized to the maximum 












presented$ in$ part$ 1$ we$ have$ defined$ a$ critical$ value$ of$ the$ average$ terrace$ width!⟨L⟩=8nm,$ which$ divides$ a$ range$ of$ the$ smaller$ terraces$ where$ strong$ elastic$
interactions$ dominate,$ from$ the$ range$ of$ the$ wider$ terraces$ where$ entropic$
interactions$prevail.$$
In$conclusion,$use$of$ the$curved$crystal$ for$ the$ investigation$of$ the$microstructure$of$
the$vicinal$ surface$of$ the$Pd(111)$has$permitted$us$ to$probe$ the$whole$ range$of$ the$
miscut$ angles$within$ +/L110$ range.$ LEED$ patterns$ collected$ along$ the$ curved$ surface$
demonstrate$ gradual$ splitting$ of$ the$ spots$ which$ was$ attributed$ to$ the$ progressive$
variation$ of$ the$ average$ terrace$ widths$ with$ the$ miscut$ angle.$ Symmetry$ of$ the$
splitting$with$ respect$ to$ the$center$of$ the$crystal$ shows$ that$ the$diffractionLsensitive$
microstructure$of$the$vicinal$surface$is$the$same$on$the$sides$of${111}Ltype$steps$and$
{100}Ltype$steps$of$the$crystal.$STM$data$revealed$the$presence$of$the$diL$and$triatomic$







Figure 4:19: Position of the main peak with respect to the effective average terrace width of the 
terrace width distributions for the {111}- and {100}-type steps sides. The interaction between 
steps experiments a transition from elastic to entropic at 8 nm effective terrace width.  
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4.2 Clean curved Ni(111) 
The$curved$Ni(111)$crystal$was$also$polished$in$our$laboratory.$It$has$the$same$radius$
of$ curvature$ as$ curved$ Pd(111)$ (R=23.2$mm).$ Due$ to$ the$ dimensions$ of$ this$ crystal$
(11x11$mm2)$ it$has$a$ total$α=±140$miscut$angle$which$allows$us$ to$examine$stepped$
surfaces$ at$ both$ sides$ of$ the$ crystal.$ This$ range$ of$ miscut$ angles$ includes$ vicinal$
surfaces$ from$ the$ (223)$ plane$ at$ α=+11.40$ (in$ the$ 112 $direction)$ with$ L=10.1$ Å$
terrace$ width$ (4+2/3$ atomic$ rows)$ and$ {100}$ type$ of$ steps,$ to$ the$ (553)$ plane$ at$
α=+12.30$with$L=9.36$Å$terrace$width$(4+1/3$atomic$rows)$and$steps$of${111}$type.$As$
well$ as$ with$ the$ curved$ Pd(111),$ the$ preparation$ of$ the$ curved$ Ni(111)$ has$ been$
carried$out$ following$ repeated$ sputtering$and$annealing$ cycles$ in$ the$UHV$chamber.$
Sputtering$has$been$done$initially$with$2$KeV$energy$of$Ar$ions$applied$at$60$degrees$
with$ respect$ to$ the$ surface$ normal$ in$ the$ plane$ of$ incidence$ parallel$ to$ the$ surface$
steps.$ Then$ in$ the$ final$ cycles$ the$ energy$ has$ been$ reduced$ to$ 1$ KeV,$ the$ pressure$
always$was$ of$ 1a2x10a6$mbar.$During$ the$ sputtering$ sample$was$moved$ for$ +/a2$mm$
horizontally$ and$ vertically$ keeping$ the$direction$of$ the$ surface$normal$ intact$ so$ that$
the$total$ fluence$was$distributed$equally$between$five$different$positions.$Each$point$




below$ 5.10a9$ mbar.$ The$ sputteringaannealing$ cycles$ were$ repeated$ until$ the$ LEED$
showed$clear$splitting$of$ the$spots$and$ low$background$which$ is$an$ indication$of$ the$
clean$surface$and$regular$step$array.$
The$characterization$of$the$vicinal$surface$has$been$done$by$means$of$the$LEED$with$












to$ the$ center$ half$ of$ the$ distance$ along$ the$[112]$direction.$ Near$ the$ center,$ the$
splitting$is$similar$to$the$one$observed$in$the$opposite$side$(figures$(c),$(d))$but$in$the$














Figure 4.20: (a)-(h) Some representative LEED patterns of the curved Ni (111) surface (E=92.2 
eV). The sequence of images from a to h is related to the movement from the {100}-type steps 










lower$panel$of$ the$ figure$4.21$were$built$ in$ the$same$way$as$ for$ the$curved$Pd(111)$
crystal$ (see$ part$ 4.1).$ A$ stack$ of$ images$ was$ assembled$ out$ of$ the$ set$ of$ the$ LEED$
!
Figure 4.21: The top panel shows the LEED pattern taken at 3.5 mm from the center along the [112] direction ({111} type steps). Lower panel shows spatial variation of the splitting traced 
using the upper, intermediate and lower pair of spots of the whole pattern. Vertical axis 
indicates the position of the measurement in mm where 0 is the center of the crystal. Non 
vertical orientation of the crossed lines in the lower panels shows gradual change of the period 
of the hexagonal pattern due to the variation of the sample-screen distance during the scan.  !
4.2$Clean$curved$Ni(111)$!
! ! 65$
patterns$ collected$ with$ 0.5$ mm$ step$ so$ that$ a$ zacoordinate$ (in$ mm)$ indicates$ the$
position$of$ the$measurement$with$ respect$ to$ the$ center$ of$ the$ crystal$ (z=0).$ Then$ a$
crosscut$of$this$stack$has$been$done$along$the$three$lines$indicated$in$the$upper$panel$
of$the$figure$4.21.$$
The$ gradual$ variation$ of$ the$ spot$ splitting$ observed$ in$ the$ negative$ part$ of$ z$
coordinates$ of$ all$ three$ crosscuts$ confirms$ that$ part$ of$ {111}atype$ steps$ features$ a$
regular$ array$ of$ terraces$ whose$ average$ terrace$ width$ decreases$ with$ increasing$
miscut$ angle$ along$ the$ [112] $direction.$ Meanwhile,$ the$ smooth$ variation$ of$ the$
splitting$is$broken$around$z=3$mm$(distance$from$the$center$in$the$[112]$direction).$$
In$order$to$compare$the$LEED$data$to$the$results$of$STM$characterization$we$have$to$
perform$ a$ calibration$ using$ some$ known$ value$ of$ the$ terrace$ width.$ Taking$ into$
account$the$splitting$of$the$spots$for$the$side$with${111}$type$of$steps$we$can$calculate$
the$ minimum$ terrace$ width$ (Lmin)$ at$ α=140$ miscut$ angle$ which$ corresponds$ to$ the$
maximum$splitting$of$the$spots$using$equation$(1):$
$ sin 14° = ℎ!!"#$
$ 0.242 = !!/ 3!!"# $
$





$ ∆!"#∆!" = !!"!!"#$





of$ the$ spot$and$ this$does$not$occur.$ In$ fact,$ the$constructed$LEED$ images$ show$well$
defined$ spots$ and$ clear$ contrast$ between$ the$ intensity$ of$ the$ spots$ and$ the$










Figure 4.22: a) Derivative of the STM image (265x265nm2) taken at α=1.5º for the curved 
Ni(111) at the side of {111}-type steps, b) zoom image of Figure (a), c) profile of the figure 
(b), d) derivative of the STM image (195x195nm2) taken at α=1.8º, e) zoom of Figure (d), f) 










































Figure 4.23: a) Derivative of the STM image (100x100nm2) taken at α=3.4º for the curved 
Ni(111) at the side of {111}-type steps, b) zoom of the figure (a), c) profile of the figure (b), d) 
derivative of the STM image (50x50nm2) taken at α=5.6º, e) zoom of the figure (d), f) profile 












































range$of$ small$miscut$angles,$ the$vicinal$ surface$ is$ composed$mainly$by$monoatomic$




statistical$ analysis$ of$ three$ sideabyaside$ STM$ images,$ as$ described$ in$ chapter$ 4.1.$$

















Leff = 7.92 nm
α = 1.5°
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Leff = 6.38 nm
α = 1.8°
$

















Leff = 3.44 nm
α = 3.4°
$$$





















Figure 4.24: (a-d) Terrace width distributions of the regions corresponding to a) α=1.5º, b) 
α=1.8º, c) α=3.4º, d) α=5.6º. e) Position of the TWD peak as a function of the effective average 
terrace width for {111}-type steps. 






















shifted$ towards$ the$ smaller$ values.$ When$ the$ average$ terrace$ width$ decreases$ the$
shape$ of$ the$ distribution$ gets$ more$ symmetric$ and$ the$ distribution$ itself$ becomes$

















Figure 4.25: a) Derivative STM image (300x300nm2) taken at α=1.1º for the curved Ni(111) 



























Figure 4.26: a) Derivative of the STM image (200x200nm2) taken at α=1.9º for the curved Ni 
(111) and for {100}-type steps, b) zoom of the figure (a), c) profile of the figure (b), d) 
derivative of the STM image (150x150nm2) taken at α=3.1º, e) zoom of the figure (d), f) 





































Figures$ 4.25$ and$ 4.26$ show$ the$ STM$ images$ and$ the$ profiles$ collected$ at$ different$
miscut$angles$ in$the$part$of$the$crystal$characterized$by$smooth$splitting$of$the$LEED$
spots.$In$this$region$the$majority$of$the$steps$are$monoatomic,$however,$in$figure$4.26$
(d)$ few$ dia$ and$ triatomic$ steps$ were$ observed.$ The$ terrace$ width$ distributions$
characteristic$of$these$points$are$shown$in$figure$4.27$(aac).$As$occurs$in$the$side$with$
{111}atype$ steps,$ central$ regions$ with$ wider$ terraces$ primarily$ characterized$ by$
monoatomic$ steps$ exhibit$ a$ predominant$ peak$ in$ the$ distributions$ (figure$ 4.27$ a,b)$
where$ a$ small$ shift$ of$ the$main$ peak$ with$ respect$ to$ the$ effective$ average$ terrace$
width$is$observed$due$to$weak$entropic$stepastep$interactions.$$




bigger$ than$ the$ critical$ value$ Lcr=1.7$ nm$ estimated$ from$ the$ LEED$ data)$ the$
corresponding$ peaks$ in$ the$ histogram$ are$ rather$ pronounced.$ Therefore$ we$ have$
calculated$ relative$ amounts$ of$ these$ steps$ and$ used$ equation$ (9)$ to$ calculate$ the$
effective$average$terrace$width$Leff.$Probabilities$for$various$heights$of$the$steps$were$
calculated$ in$ the$ same$ way$ as$ we$ did$ for$ curved$ Pd(111)$ (see$ chapter$ 4.1).$ The$
distribution$was$fitted$to$the$sum$of$three$Gaussian$peaks$(shown$in$the$figure$4.27$(c)$

















Leff = 10.58 nm
α = 1.1°


















Leff = 6.28 nm
α = 1.9°
$












Leff = 3.8 nm
α = 3.1°
$
Figure 4.27: Terrace width distributions of the regions corresponding to the miscut angles of a) 





by$ the$ green$ lines)$ and$ their$ relative$ areas$ were$ taken$ as$ the$ estimates$ of$
probabilities.$Relevant$results$of$fitting$are$shown$in$the$inset$of$the$figure.$!
Now,$we$will$analyze$a$local$structure$of$the$surface$where$the$LEED$pattern$shows$the$
predominant$ single$ spot$with$barely$visible$ splitting$of$ the$spots$ instead$of$ two$split$
spots$ (part$of$ the$ {100}atype$steps$with$effective$average$ terrace$width$smaller$ than$
1.7$nm).$
The$ STM$ images$ (figures$ 4.28$ and$ 4.29)$ corresponding$ to$ this$ region$ and$ the$
respective$profiles$obtained$from$the$zoom$of$the$images$(figures$4.28$(c)$and$4.29$(c))$
demonstrate$ abundancy$ of$ the$ diatomic$ steps,$ which$ is$ consistent$ with$ observed$
change$ of$ the$ LEED$ diffraction$ pattern,$ where$ the$ monoatomic$ step$ periodicity$ is$
broken.$ However,$ this$ observation$ must$ be$ supported$ with$ the$ quantitative$
information$ where$ the$ presence$ of$ double$ steps$ should$ be$ predominant.$ The$
distributions$ of$ the$ terrace$ width$ for$ these$ regions$ are$ shown$ in$ figure$ 4.30.$ Both$




Figure 4.28: Derivative of the STM image (100x100nm2) taken at α=7.3º for the curved 




















of$ the$ triatomic$ steps$ but$ they$ make$ up$ only$ 15.9%$ of$ the$ total$ amount$ of$ steps.$
Finally,$ figure$ 4.31$ illustrates$ a$ summary$ of$ the$ data$ obtained$ by$ means$ of$ the!
statistical$ treatment$of$ all$ the$ STM$ images.$As$ it$ has$ been$previously$ done$with$ the$




Figure 4.29: Derivative of the STM image (91x91nm2) taken at α=10.1º for the curved Ni(111) 
at the side of {100}-type steps ,b) Zoom of the figure (a), c) profile of the figure (b) 


























Leff = 1.16 nm
α = 10.1°
$
Figure 4.30: Terrace width distributions of the regions corresponding to the miscut angles  



























Figure 4.31: Image plot of the curved Ni(111) surface built with all the probability histograms at 
different mean terrace values <L>. Histograms are individually normalized to the maximum 










terrace$width$bigger$ than$6nm$on$both$ sides$ of$ the$ crystal$ ({100}$ and$ {111}atype$of$
steps).$This$tendency$is$seen$better$in$figure$4.32$where$the$position$of$the$peaks$are$
plotted$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$ effective$ average$ terrace$ width$ of$ the$ respective$
histograms.$The$critical$value$of$the$average$terrace$width$⟨Lcr⟩$which$divides$a$range$
of$ the$smaller$ terraces$where$dominate$strong$elastic$ interactions$ from$the$range$of$
the$wider$terraces$where$prevail$entropic$interactions$was$found$to$be$of$6$nm$which$
is$smaller$than$⟨Lcr⟩=$8$nm,$observed$in$the$curved$Pd(111)$(see$chapter$4.1).$
A$ red$ line$ (a$ plot$ of$ equation$ y=2x)$ crosses$ each$ histogram$ in$ the$ point$ whose$ Xa






In$conclusion,$use$of$ the$curved$crystal$ for$the$ investigation$of$ the$microstructure$of$
the$ vicinal$ surface$of$ the$Ni(111)$has$permitted$us$ to$probe$ the$whole$ range$of$ the$
miscut$ angles$within$ +/a140$ range.$ LEED$patterns$ collected$ along$ the$ curved$ surface$
demonstrate$gradual$ splitting$of$ the$ spots$on$ the$ side$of$ the$ {111}atype$ steps$which$
was$ attributed$ to$ the$ progressive$ variation$ of$ the$ average$ terrace$ widths$ with$ the$
miscut$angle.$Lack$of$symmetry$of$the$splitting$with$respect$to$the$center$of$the$crystal$
shows$ that$ the$ diffractionasensitive$ microstructure$ of$ the$ vicinal$ surface$ is$ not$ the$
$
Figure 4.32: Position of the TWD peak as a function of the respective effective average terrace 
width for the side of {100}-type steps.  The interaction between steps experiments a transition 
from elastic to entropic at 6 nm effective terrace width. 























increasing$ of$ the$ terrace$ width$ and$ therefore$ decreasing$ of$ the$ respective$ spot$
separation$Δ=2π/d$[see$part$ (2.2LEED)].$As$a$consequence,$the$change$of$the$mutual$
arrangement$of$the$rods$in$the$reciprocal$space$from$the$situation$exemplified$with$a$
rod$ (10)$ to$ the$ situation$ of$ the$ rod$ (10)$ shown$ in$ the$ figure$ 2.8$ prevents$ the$ spot$
splitting$in$the$respective$LEED$patterns.$
This$ latter$ finding$ about$ stability$ of$ the$ {100}atype$ diatomic$ steps$ is$ worth$ an$
additional$consideration$to$elucidate$the$possible$reasons$of$this$effect.$According$to$
the$ general$ theory$ presented$ in$ the$ part$ 2.1$ it$ can$ be$ originated$ from$ the$ local$
minimum$ of$ the$ surface$ energy$ of$ the$ respective$ vicinal$ plane,$ strong$ stepastep$
interaction$or$the$influence$of$the$contamination.$Equilibrium$crystal$shape$of$pure$Ni$
[25]$does$not$contain$any$stable$ facets$between$ (111)$and$ (100)$planes$ in$ the$ [112]$
direction$ (see$ also$ figure$ 2.2,$ part$ 2.1).$ Furthermore,$ various$ authors$ have$ reported$
single$atomic$steps$in$the$flat$vicinal$crystals$of$Ni$(977)$[60a62]$and$(511)$[63]$which$
rules$out$the$energetic$favorability$of$step$doubling$of$the$pure$Ni.$$$
On$ the$ other$ hand$ extensive$ research$was$ aimed$ to$ study$ step$ doubling$ and$ other$
morphological$ transformations$ of$ vicinal$ surfaces$ due$ to$ the$ adsorption$ of$ various$




observed$ in$ Pt(997)$ [64],$ Rh(332)$ [65]$ and$ Ni(977)$ [60]$ exposed$ to$ submonolayer$
doses$of$oxygen.$In$this$latter$case$the$width$of$(111)$terraces$was$of$1.65$nm,$which$is$
consistent$with$a$ range$of$ step$doubling$ found$ in$ this$work.$The$driving$ force$of$ the$
step$doubling$was$thought$to$be$a$preferential$adsorption$of$oxygen$on$the$fourafold$
hollow$sites$of$the${100}$microfacet$[60].$Amount$of$oxygen$sufficient$to$complete$the$
transformation$ of$ single$ atomic$ steps$ to$ diatomic$ steps$ is$ very$ low$ (less$ than$ 2%$of$









5. Growth of cobalt 
For$Co$growth$experiments,$the$preparation$of$the$curved$surfaces$has$been$carried$
out$ following$ the$protocol$ of$ the$ sputteringBannealing$ cycles$ described$ in$ sections$
4.1$and$4.2$ for$Pd(111)$ and$Ni(111),$ respectively.$Cobalt$has$been$deposited$ from$
the$ electronBbeam$ heated$ rod$ with$ an$ evaporation$ rate$ of$ 0.15$ ML/min.$ The$
pressure$ during$ the$ evaporation$ was$ maintained$ below$ 2x10B9$ mbar.$ The$ heating$
power$was$equal$to$9$W$(1000$V$x$9$mA$of$emission$current)$and$samples$were$kept$
at$ room$ temperature.$ The$ stability$of$ the$evaporation$ rate$was$monitored$using$a$
quartz$microbalance$moved$to$the$position$of$the$sample$prior$to$each$preparation.$
The$calibration$of$ the$absolute$value$of$ the$evaporation$ rate$has$been$done$using$
the$STM.$For$this$purpose,$a$submonolayer$amount$of$Co$was$evaporated$on$curved$
Pd(111)$ crystal$ and$ the$ effective$ coverage$was$ calculated$ as$ a$ ratio$ of$ the$ Co/Pd$
surface$areas$within$few$large$terraces.$
Since$the$size$of$the$substrate$crystals$is$relatively$big,$initially$we$have$verified$that$
the$entire$ surface$of$ the$ sample$ is$equally$ covered$with$ cobalt.$ Effective$ coverage$
was$calculated$by$means$of$ the$STM$measurements$ (determination$of$ ratio$of$ the$
Co/Pd$ surface$ areas)$ in$ the$ three$ different$ positions$ separated$ by$ 3$ mm$




Figure 5.1: Positions of the measurements of the cobalt coverage on curved Pd(111) crystal 
Position$ Area$(nm$x$nm)$ Coverage$d$(ML)$ Δd/d(%)$
1$ 120$x$120$ 0.085$ 14.9$
2$ 120$x$120$ 0.072$ 2.7$
3$ 120$x$120$ 0.065$ 12.2$























of$ the$ crystal$ (the$miscut$ angle$ α=00)$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$ effective$ Co$ coverage.$













the$ islands$ at$ the$ lower$ terrace$ of$ the$ figure$ 5.2$ (a).$ The$ peak$ of$ the$ histogram$
shows$that$the$most$probable$value$of$the$island$area$is$18$nm2.$
Preparation Coverage (ML) Relative error (%) 
1 0.075 14 
2 0.25 17 
3 0.38 16 
4 0.72 1 
5 1.0 1 
6 1.8 - 
7 3.0 - 





area$ and$ the$ progressive$ completion$ of$ the$ second$ layer.$ Only$ data$ for$ 0.25ML$
sample$deviate$ from$the$general$ linear$relationship$between$the$proportion$of$ the$
second$ layer$ in$ the$ total$ area$ covered$ by$ Co$ and$ the$ effective$ Co$ coverage$ (see$
figure$5.9).$Transition$from$1ML$high$ islands$to$2$ML$high$ islands$ is$completed$$for$
the$ sample$with$ 1ML$ of$ the$ effective$ Co$ coverage$which$ has$ almost$ no$ 1ML$ high$
islands.$At$the$same$time$development$of$the$third$monolayer$was$observed$in$the$
samples$ with$ effective$ coverage$ of$ 0.72ML$ and$ higher.$ Further$ increasing$ of$ the$
coverage$leads$to$the$coalescence$of$the$islands.$For$1.8ML$sample$some$separated$













Figure 5.2: a) STM topography image acquired for the Co/c-Pd(111) sample at the miscut 
angle α =00. The effective Co coverage is 0.075ML, b) zoom of the image (a), c) profile for 
the figure (b), d) histogram of the area of Co islands measured in the lower terrace shown in 






































The$present$data$ complement$ results$ of$ previous$ investigations$of$ the$Co/Pd(111)$
system.$ In$ recent$ work$ [23,$ 67]$ the$ growth$ mode$ has$ been$ studied$ at$ various$





our$ findings$but$ show$ the$difference$ in$ the$ calibration.$According$ to$ figure$5.9$ (a)$
1ML$ high$ islands$ disappear$ in$ the$ sample$ with$ effective$ coverage$ of$ 1ML$ so$ the$
underestimation$ of$ the$ coverage$ by$ 0.5ML$ in$ Refs.$ [23,$ 67]$ may$ explain$ the$
discrepancy.$On$the$other$hand$the$evaporation$rate$in$these$works$(0.4$ML/min)$is$









Figure 5.3: a) STM topography image acquired for the Co/c-Pd(111) sample at the miscut 
angle α =00. The effective Co coverage is 0.25ML, b) zoom of the image (a), c) profile for the 










































photoelectron$ spectroscopy$ (XPS)$ and$ XBray$ photoelectron$ diffraction$ (XPD)$ show$
that$ the$ cobalt$ islands$ have$ a$ tetragonally$ distorted$ fcc$ structure$ and$ that$ the$ Co$
film$grows$pseudomorphically$for$the$first$1–2$atomic$layers$[68,$69].$However$more$
recent$ STM$data$ [23,$ 67,$ 70]$ demonstrate$ formation$ of$ the$ hexagonal$ dislocation$
networks$within$the$islands$which$was$interpreted$as$a$nonBpseudomorphic$growth$
and$ relaxation$ of$ the$ stress$ via$ formation$ of$ the$ fcc$ and$ hcp$ domains.$ This$
conclusion$ is$ supported$ by$ the$ LEED$ patterns$ characteristic$ of$ the$ moiré$
reconstruction$which$were$reported$in$the$papers$[23,$67,$71,$72].$Nevertheless$Kim$
et$al.$found$evidence$that$Co$grows$pseudomorphically$on$palladium$(111)$in$a$layerB






Figure 5.4: a) STM topography image acquired for the Co/c-Pd(111) sample at the miscut 
angle α =00. The effective Co coverage is 0.38ML, b) zoom of the image (a), c) profile for the 






































pattern$ characteristic$ of$ (111)$ atomic$ terraces.$ However,$ STM$ images$ shown$ in$
figure$ 5.6$ shows$ a$ pattern$ of$ protrusions$ in$ the$ topmost$ layer$ of$ the$ islands$ very$
similar$ to$ the$ one$ observed$ in$ the$ papers$ [23,$ 67,$ 70]$ and$ identified$ as$ a$ red$ of$
dislocation$ lines$ separating$ the$ fcc$ and$hcp$domains.$ Since$ the$area$of$ the$ islands$
decreases$ rapidly$ with$ decreasing$ of$ the$ effective$ Co$ coverage$ and$ the$ islands$
become$ singleBlayered$ it$ is$ reasonable$ to$ suppose$ that$ the$ islands$ break$ into$
structural$domains$only$when$they$reach$some$critical$average$size$(which$according$








Figure 5.5: a) STM topography image acquired for the Co/c-Pd(111) sample at the miscut 
angle α=00. The effective Co coverage is 0.72ML, b) zoom of the image (a), c) profile for the 











































Figure 5.6: a) STM topography image acquired for the Co/c-Pd(111) sample at the miscut 
angle α=00. The effective Co coverage is 1.0ML, b) zoom of the image (a), c) profile for the 






























































Figure 5.8: a) STM image for a cobalt effective coverage of 3ML, b) profile of panel (a)  
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Figure 5.9: a) Proportion of 1ML-high (black) or 2ML-high (green) area to the whole area 
covered by Co, b) mean island size as a function of inverse coverage, c) mean island as a 
function of coverage, d) average number of Co atoms per islands, calculated by means of data 


























the$atomic$ steps.$ The$effect$of$ steps$on$ the$epitaxial$ growth$ can$be$ illustrated$by$
means$of$figure$5.10.$The$atoms$arriving$on$the$flat$terrace$land$in$the$positions$with$




Atoms$ approaching$ the$ descending$ atomic$ steps$ face$ an$ effective$ repulsion$ (soB
called$ Ehrlich–Schwobel$ (ES)$ barrier$ [7])$ because$ hopping$ from$ the$ upper$ terrace$




shape$of$ the$ bigger$ islands$ (smaller$ relative$ number$ of$ kinks$ in$ the$ islands$ edges)$
and$to$the$respective$growth$of$the$Ehrlich–Schwobel$barrier$in$the$study$of$the$Co$
growth$on$the$flat$Pd(111)$[23,$67].$
Diffusion$depends$ strongly$on$ the$ temperature,$but$at$290$K$ the$adsorbate$atoms$
can$move$tens$of$lattice$periods$on$the$low$index$terraces$easily$[7].$Collision$of$the$
randomly$ moving$ adsorbed$ atoms$ leads$ to$ the$ formation$ of$ the$ clusters$ with$
reduced$mobility$which$then$serve$as$the$centers$of$nucleation$for$the$next$atoms.$
The$ probability$ of$ these$ events$ depends$ on$ the$ flux$ of$ the$ arriving$ atoms.$ Higher$
evaporation$ rate$makes$ the$ collisions$more$ probable$ and$ therefore$ facilitates$ the$
nucleation$ of$ the$ islands.$ On$ the$ other$ hand$ small$ terrace$ width$ decreases$ the$
distance$ to$ the$ closest$ step$ and$ thus$ reduces$ probability$ of$ the$ formation$ of$ the$
islands.$$
$





the$ nucleation$ of$ islands$ in$ the$ big$ terraces$ to$ the$ step$ decoration$ in$ the$ smaller$
terraces.$ A$ step$ decoration$mode$ of$ growth$ has$ been$ reported$ in$ the$ number$ of$
papers$for$Co,$Ag,$Cu,$Fe$and$Mo$on$vicinal$Pt(111)$[7,76].$
Figure$ 5.11$ shows$ STM$ images$ collected$ in$ curved$ Pd(111),$ where$ the$ average$
terrace$width$ Lav$ is$ close$ to$15nm$ (miscut$angle$α$ of$10),$ at$ the$ side$of$ {111}Bstep$
side.$Gradual$disappearance$of$the$islands$within$the$terraces$and$transition$to$the$
step$decoration$growth$mode$ is$ clearly$ seen$ for$both$0.075ML$ (a)$ and$0.25ML$ (b)$
effective$Co$coverage.$Similar$to$the$case$of$the$Co/vicinal$Pt(111)$system$no$major$
difference$has$been$observed$between$the$growth$on${111}B$and${100}Btype$steps$of$
curved$Pd(111)$ therefore$ in$ the$ following$only$ the$ results$ for$ the$ {111}Btype$ steps$
are$reported.$$









Figure 5.11: Progressive transition to the step decoration mode of growth of Co on curved 














Figure 5.12: Step decoration mode of growth of Co on curved Pd(111) for the effective 
coverage of 0.25ML (a) and profile of fig a) (b), step decoration for 0.38ML (c) and profile of 
fig c (d), step decoration for 0.72 ML (e) and profile of e) (f). The three STM images 
















































atoms$which$ arrive$ to$ the$ part$ of$ the$ step$ already$ decorated$ by$ other$ atoms$ can$
move$along$the$edge$of$the$Co$stripe$or$turn$the$corner$atom$and$hop$to$the$bare$
step$ edge.$ If$ the$ mobility$ of$ the$ adatoms$ is$ not$ sufficient$ to$ pass$ the$ barrier$
concerned$ with$ the$ reduced$ coordination$ in$ the$ corner,$ the$ rough$ growth$ takes$
place.$Otherwise$an$edgeB$smoothening$is$observed.$
A$phase$diagram$of$the$step$decoration$growth$modes$for$the$case$of$the$Co/Pt(997)$
system$was$ reported$ in$ Ref.$ [75].$ It$ was$ shown$ that$ the$ edgeBsmoothening$ takes$
place$above$250$K,$and$at$300$K$the$Co$atoms$starts$to$cross$the$border$between$the$
substrate$ and$ the$ stepBdecorating$ layer$ (see$ figure$ 5.14$ a).$Our$ data$ demonstrate$
that$the$mode$of$the$step$decoration$growth$depends$also$on$the$average$thickness$






Figure 5.13: Step decoration for 1ML of Co effective coverage in the center of the crystal (a) 
and profile of fig a) (b)  
$$$$ $$$$$$$$ $
Figure 5.14: a) Different Co growth modes on Pt(997) as a function of the substrate 
temperature [75], b) a scheme illustrating that an amount of adsorbed material w is 




































the$ islands$grow$along$ the$steps$ in$ the$zone$of$ the$average$ terrace$width$of$5$nm$




of$ the$ attached$ Co$ layer$w.$ Indeed$ figure$ 5.14$ (b)$ shows$ that$w$ and$ the$ average$
terrace$width$Lav$are$related$to$the$effective$coverage$τ$(expressed$in$ML)$as:$








Figure 5.15: a) Step decoration for different terrace widths for 1ML effective Co coverage, b) 










































Figure 5.16 decoration of steps in the range of smaller terraces for the sample of 0.72 ML a), 




























































Figure 5.17: Step decoration mode of growth of Co on curved Pd(111) for the effective 
coverage of 1ML from moderate to small size terrace (a), (c), (e) and profile of the respective 












































This$ relationship$ visualized$ in$ figure$ 5.15$ (a),$ measured$ in$ the$ sample$ with$ 1ML$





two$ to$ the$ one$ atomic$ layer$ in$ the$ case$ of$ the$ 0.25$ML$ of$ effective$ Co$ coverage$
sample.$
The$effect$of$the$reduction$of$the$terrace$width$on$the$mode$of$Co$growth$for$the$
sample$ with$ 1ML$ of$ effective$ Co$ coverage$ is$ shown$ in$ figure$ 5.17.$ 2ML$ high$
continuous$stripes$extended$along$the$steps$are$shown$in$figure$5.17$(a).$Figure$5.17$
(c)$ shows$ the$ progressive$ change$ of$ the$ height$ of$ the$ step$ decorating$ adsorbate$
layer$ from$ two$ to$ one$ atomic$ layer,$ and$ finally$ monolayer$ stripes$ cover$ all$ the$
terrace$surface$in$figure$5.17$(e).$It$is$important$to$note$that$the$profile$of$figure$5.17$
f)$shows$the$height$of$the$cobalt$attached$to$the$step$with$a$value$corresponding$to$
the$ height$ between$ one$ and$ two$ monolayers.$ However,$ for$ the$ same$ effective$
coverage$only$half$of$the$surface$is$covered$with$the$2ML$cobalt$stripes,$as$it$can$be$





















5.2 Growth of Cobalt on curved Ni(111) 
The$growth$of$Co$on$curved$Ni(111)$surface$was$studied$for$four$different$values$of$the$




The$mobility$ of$ Co$ adatoms$ at$ room$ temperature$ on$ Ni(111)$ terraces$ apparently$ is$
higher$ than$ on$ Pd(111).$ In$ fact,$ the$ critical$ terrace$width$ of$ the$ transition$ from$ the$
islands$ to$ the$ step$decoration$ growth$mode$ in$Ni(111)$ is$ 30P35$nm,$which$ is$ almost$
double$of$the$critical$terrace$width$for$Pd(111)$(see$part$5.1).$Figure$5.18$(a)$shows$a$
STM$ image$ of$ the$ intermediate$ regime$ with$ 0.1ML$ of$ effective$ Co$ thickness.$ The$
profile$shown$on$the$figure$5.18$(b)$demonstrates$that$both$the$separate$islands$and$
the$islands$attached$to$the$steps$are$1ML$high.$
Figure$5.19$ illustrates$the$STM$topography$data$collected$ in$the$ large$terraces$ in$the$
central$ part$ of$ the$ crystal$ (the$miscut$ angle$α=00)$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$ effective$ Co$
coverage.$Cobalt$ islands$keep$growing$one$monolayer$high$ for$0.03$and$0.1$ML.$The$
size$of$the$islands$significantly$increases$with$increasing$the$effective$cobalt$thickness.$
The$second$ layer$starts$to$nucleate$ in$the$0.5ML$sample$(see$fig$5.19$(c)),$and$ in$the$













Figure 5.18: a) STM image (180x180nm2) taken in the central part of the crystal (α=00) for 





















not$ been$ reported$ yet.$ Nevertheless,$ the$ growth$ of$ epitaxial$ bi$ and$ multilayers$ of$
Co/Ni$ has$ been$ an$ object$ of$ active$ research$ because$ of$ their$ importance$ for$
applications$ [21].$ For$ instance,$ the$ growth$ of$ Co$ wedges$ on$ different$ low$ index$
surfaces$of$copper$single$crystal$with$a$4ML$Ni$buffer$has$been$studied$by$means$of$
LEED$[77].$The$lattice$mismatch$between$Cu$and$Ni$is$2.5%$which$leads$to$the$inPplane$
expansion$ (tensile$ strain)$ and$ outPofPplane$ contraction$ of$ Ni$ layer$ due$ to$ the$
pseudomorphic$ growth.$ Cobalt$ was$ found$ to$ grow$ coherently$ on$ this$ strained$ Ni$
buffer$up$to$30ML$in$a$layerPbyPlayer$mode.$$
Unstrained$ nickel$ layers$ are$ obtained$ by$ incoherent$ Ni$ growth$ on$ substrates$ with$
larger$lattice$mismatch.$For$example,$the$moiré$pattern$of$LEED$observed$in$the$case$
of$ 1ML$ Co/1ML$ Ni/Pt(111),$ evolves$ into$ a$ regular$ atomic$ sixPfold$ pattern$ with$
increasing$ Co$ thickness,$ which$ was$ interpreted$ as$ a$ relaxation$ via$ formation$ of$






Figure 5.19: STM image in the central part of the crystal with effective cobalt coverage of 







that$ Ni/Co$ multilayer$ grows$ on$ the sapphire$ substrate$ with$ $ V(110)/Au(111)$ buffer$
maintaining$a$relaxed$fcc$structure$that$is$incommensurate$to$that$of$Au$[22,$79].$The$
cobalt/nickel$growth$mode$was$found$to$be$layerPbyPlayer$without$any$intermixing.$

















Figure 5.20: a) STM image (105x105nm2) for 0.1ML cobalt effective coverage, b) profile of 





























the$ evolution$ of$ the$ step$ decorating$ layer$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$miscut$ angle$ for$ the$
0.5ML$ sample$ and$ demonstrates$ that$ in$ 4$ nm$ wide$ terraces$ Co$ stripes$ consist$ of$
straight$parts$with$characteristic$length$equal$to$2P3$times$the$width$of$the$terrace.$$$
This$ effect$ is$ even$ more$ pronounced$ in$ the$ sample$ with$ 0.1ML$ effective$ cobalt$
coverage.$Figure$5.22$shows$that$in$the$wide$central$terrace$Co$grows$as$a$rough$stripe$
of$6$nm$average$width$ (panel$ (a)).$Meanwhile$ in$ the$5$nm$wide$terrace$wide$the$Co$











Figure 5.21: Cobalt growth as a function of the density of steps for 0.5ML effective coverage$
   





6. Magnetic properties of cobalt 
The! investigation! of! the! magnetic! properties! of! Co! nanostructures! grown! on! the!
curved!Pd!and!Ni!crystals!was!performed!by!means!of!the!XAS/XMCD!measurements!in!
the! Deimos! beamline! of! the! synchrotron! Soleil,! and! at! Boreas! beamline! of! the!







stepped! wedge! drastically! reduces! the! time! for! the! preparation! of! the! experiment,!
because!it!takes!smaller!number!of!transferences!between!the!chambers,!alignments!
of! the! beam!with! the! sample! and! cooling! cycles.! Furthermore,! the! wedged! sample!
allows!better!control!of! the!amount!of!cobalt!because!the! flux! is! stabilized!and!then!
only!the!shutter!is!moved!without!disturbing!the!evaporation.!
The!manipulator!at! the!end!station!allows!the!movement!of! the!sample! in!the!plane!
perpendicular!to!the!XGray!beam!and!rotation!as!it!is!shown!in!the!figure!6.2.!Therefore!
the!XGray!absorption!experiments!were!performed!as!a!function!of!the!cobalt!coverage!










Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the 
stepped wedge structure of the samples.  
Figure 6.2: Orientation of the magnetic field, X-









to! the configuration! of! the! deposited! cobalt! wedge! the! position! along! the! z! axis!
corresponds! to! the! miscut! angle! while! the! position! along! the! Tx! axis! refers! to! the!
cobalt!effective!thickness.!!










STM.! An! amount! of! Co! approximately! equivalent! to! 1! complete! monolayer! was!
evaporated!at!the!same!rate!monitored!using!the!integrated!fluxmeter!on!the!clean!Au!
(111)! surface.! Since! Co! grows! on! this! substrate! as! 2ML! high! islands! [73],! the! exact!
amount!of!Co!was! then!determined!as! the!double!of! the! covered/total! area! ratio! in!!
few! STM! topography! images.! The! precision! of! this!method! is! not! very! high! (around!
25%)!because!of!the!convolution!of!the!tip!and!the!surface!topography.!However,!the!
precision! of! the! relative! amount! of! Co! calibrated! by!means! of! XAS! spectra! is! better!
than!10%.!!
From!XAS!spectra,!we!determine!the!XMCD!spectra,!and!then!calculate!the!orbital!and!
spin! moments! of! Co! by! means! of! the! Sum! rules! (see! part! XMCD! technique).!
Furthermore,! the! XMCD! signal! was! recorded! as! a! function! of! field! (XMCD!
magnetization!loops).!All!these!measurements!were!done!at!2.5!K.!!!
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Figure 6.3: XAS absorption spectra measured 
for Co/Ni in normal incidence 
Figure 6.4: Normalized XAS L3 edge/pre-edge 




6.1 Magnetism of cobalt on curved Pd(111) 
Two!different! Co!wedges! have! been! grown!on! the! curved! Pd(111)! crystal.! The! total!
number! of! the! studied! Co! coverages! is! seven! (see! table! 6.1).! First! wedge! has! four!
different! zones! with! effective! Co! coverage! from! 0.25! to! 1ML! and! second! has! three!
zones.! Furthermore!one! segment! of! the! substrate!was! always! left! clean! to!measure!




between! the!XAS!measured!at! the!energy!of! L3!Co!edge!and!preGedge! in! the!central!
part!of!the!crystal!(miscut!angle!α=00).!Since!the!value!of!this!difference!is!proportional!
to!the!effective!thickness!of!the!Co!layer!the!presented!curve!can!be!considered!as!a!













Figure 6.5: Profile of the Co wedge number one, grown on the curved Pd(111)!
c_Pd!
(111)! Cobalt!coverage!(ML)!
Sample!1! clean! 0.25! 0.5! 0.75! 1!
Sample!2! clean! 1.7! 2.9! 3.6! !
Table 6.1: Cobalt coverages of the two wedges on the curved Pd (111) 
















magnetization! which! means! that! the! OOP! direction! is! the! easyGmagnetization!
direction.!Since!Co!grows!on!the!large!terraces!of!Pd(111)!as!separate!islands!(see!part!
5.1),! the! high! coercive! field! of! 1.95! T! shows! that! these! islands! are! singleGdomain!
magnetic!particles.!The!magnetization!loop!of!the!0.5ML!sample!measured!in!grazing!
incidence! (magnetic! field! at! 60! degrees! with! respect! to! the! OOP! direction)! has! a!
remanent!magnetization!equal!to!half!of!the!saturation!magnetization!and!its!shape!is!
characteristic!of! StonerGWohlfarth!magnetic!particles! (see! figure!6.7b)! [48]! therefore!
we!concluded!that!these!Co!islands!possess!uniaxial!magnetic!anisotropy.!
The! coercive! field!HC!allows! to! calculate! the!anisotropy!energy! (K)!of! the!Co! islands.!




The! blocking! temperature! (Tb)! of! the! islands! can! be! estimated! using! the! average!
number! of! Co! atoms! per! island! presented! in! figure! 5.9! (d)! of! part! 5.1.! With! the!
estimated!anisotropy!of!Co!of!K=0.1!meV/at,!the!anisotropy!of!islands!with!2000!atoms!!
!
Figure 6.6: OOP magnetization loops measured in the central part of the Pd crystal (miscut 
angle α=00) for increasing Co thickness.!
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field! of! 1.1! T! and! its! remanent!magnetization!makes! up! only! 75%! of! the! saturation!
magnetization.!Figure!6.7!(a)!shows!that!both!loops!measured!in!OOP!and!GI!geometry!
approach! the! saturation! asymptotically.! These! features! can! be! explained! by! the!
influence! of! the! thermal! agitation! in! the! smaller! Co! islands! at! 0.25! ML! coverage.!
Indeed!the!coercive! field!of! the!0.5ML!sample!measured!at!2.5!K! (HC=1.95!T)!can!be!
taken! as! a! good! estimate! of! its! zeroGtemperature! value! of! HC! because! the! blocking!










! ! = 25!!!!!!"#$%  
!
which! yields! a! value! of! 0.015! meV/at.! It! is! much! lower! than! 0.1! meV! obtained!






































Figure 6.7: Magnetization loops measured in OOP and GI configurations for a) 0.25ML and b) 











































Figure 6.8: Orbital moment mL a), effective spin moment mSeff b) and the ratio c) as a function 

















Magnetization! loops!measured! for! the! samples!with! effective! Co! coverage!of! 1.7ML!
and! 2.9ML! have! coercive! field! of! 0.67! T! and! 0.09! T! respectively.! Remanent!
magnetization! is! also! lower! than!Ms,! however,! both! of! these! samples! are! saturated!
inthe!field!only!a!little!bit!higher!than!the!respective!coercive!field!(HS!is!1!T!and!0.2!T).!
This! behavior! can! be! attributed! to! the!multiGdomain! state! of! the! samples.! Coercive!







































































































Figure 6.9: XMCD magnetization loops measured at the L3 Co edge as a function of the miscut 








moment!mS!and! their! ratio!are!plotted!as!a! function!of! the!effective!Co! coverage! in!
figures!6.8!(a),!(b)!and!(c),!respectively.!These!data!were!collected!in!the!central!part!of!
the!curved!Pd(111)!crystal!(miscut!angle!α=00).!!
All! three! parameters! have! distinctive! features! in! the! lowest! measured! value! of! Co!




(see! figure! 5.9! a).! The! characteristic! values! of! hcp! (mL=0.15 !! ,! mS=1.55 !! ,!
mL/mS=0.099)!agree!with!experimental!data!for!the!0.75ML!sample.!Elevated!values!of!
mL!observed! for!2.9ML!sample!meets! the!predictions!made! for!ultrathin! fcc!Co! films!
[87].!Intermediate!values!observed!in!the!rest!of!the!samples!can!be!attributed!to!the!
coexistence! of! different! phases! (one! and! two! monolayer! high! islands,! fcc! and! hcp!
domains)!which!is!corroborated!by!our!STM!data!(see!part!5.1).!!
Figure! 6.9! shows! magnetization! loops! measured! for! few! different! Co! coverages! at!
different!miscut!angles.!The! sample!having!0.5ML!of!effective!Co!coverage!has!been!

















   





































Figure 6.10: Orbital moment mL a), effective spin moment mSeff b) and their ratio c) measured 




Samples!with! 0.25! and! 0.5ML! effective! Co! coverage! demonstrate! similar! tendencies!
(see! figures! 6.9! (a),! (b)! and! (d)):! the! coercive! field! decreases! and! the! loops! become!
more! SGshaped!with! increasing!miscut! angle.! This! trend! is! consistent!with! the! rough!
mode! of! the! step! decoration! growth! discussed! in! part! 5.1! for! 0.075! and! 0.25ML!
samples.! The! gradual! transition! to! the! superparamagnetic! behavior! shows! that! the!





grows! as! separated! 2MLGhigh! islands,! whereas! in! thinner! terraces! it! decorates! the!
steps! forming! continuous! stripes! (edgeGsmoothening! mode).! The! second! Co! layer!
nucleates!on! these!stripes! in! the! range!of!moderate! terraces,!but!when! terraces!get!
narrower!the!amount!of!Co!per!unit!length!of!the!step!decreases!and!the!second!layer!
disappears!gradually.!Therefore!decreasing!of!the!coercive!field!is!explained!by!change!
of! the! Co! layer! morphology! (transition! from! 2MLGhigh! single! domain! islands! to!
continuous!1MLGhigh!stripes).!It!is!worth!to!note!that!the!coercive!field!of!Co!stripes!in!
the! lateral! part! is! close! to! the! coercive! field! observed! in! the! central! part! of! 0.25ML!
sample! (see! figure! 6.9! (a)),! which! corroborates! the! observation! that!majority! of! Co!
islands!in!the!central!part!of!this!sample!are!1ML!high.!
Eventually!the!loops!measured!for!the!2.9ML!sample!almost!do!not!change!with!miscut!
angle! α! (see! figure! 6.9! (e)).! Indeed,! the! Co! film! is! continuous! for! this! value! of! the!
effective!coverage!and!there!is!no!size!(and!therefore!temperature)!effect,!that!is!why!
both! coercive! field! and! remanent!magnetization! stay! almost! intact! along! the!miscut!
angle.! It! contrasts! to! the! behavior! of! the! thin! Fe! film! grown! on! the! curved! Pt(111)!




plotted! as! a! function! of! α.! These! dependencies! are! not!monotonous!which! reflects!
complex! combination! of! different! phases! in! the! step! decoration! growth! mode.!
However!there!is!a!clear!trend:!both!mL!and!mL/mS!grow!with!increasing!miscut!angle!
for! the! 0.25! and! 0.5ML! samples! (where! the! rough! step! decoration! mode! was!
observed)! and! both! of! these! values! remain! almost! constant! for! the! 1.0! and! 2.9ML!





6.2 Magnetism of cobalt on curved Ni(111) 
Two$ different$ Co$wedges$ have$ been$ grown$ on$ the$ curved$Ni(111)$ crystal.$ The$ total$
number$of$ the$studied$Co$coverages$ is$eight$ (see$table$6.1).$The$ first$wedge$has$ five$
different$zones$with$effective$Co$coverage$from$0.25$to$1.25ML$and$second$has$three$




XAS$ intensity$ measured$ at$ two$ constant$ energies$ as$ a$ function$ of$ the$ coordinate.$
Figure$6.11$ shows$ the$difference$between$ the$XAS$measured$at$ the$energy$of$ L3$Co$
edge$ and$ preTedge$ in$ the$ central$ part$ of$ the$ crystal$ (miscut$ angle$ α=00).$ Since$ the$
value$of$ this$difference$ is$proportional$ to$ the$effective$ thickness$of$ the$Co$ layer$ the$
presented$curve$can$be$considered$as$a$profile$of$the$wedge.$Vertical$ lines$show$the$
points$ chosen$ to$measure$ the$XAS$ spectra.$The$homogeneity$of$ the$Co$coverage$ for$





Sample$1$ clean$ 0.25$ 0.5$ 0.75$ 1$ 1.25$
Sample$2$ clean$ 0.2$ 0.6$ 1$ $ $







field$ is$ stronger$and$ it$ follows$ the$ field$direction$dragging$ the$coupled$Co$moments.$
The$shape$of$the$Ni$magnetization$loop$(zero$remanent$magnetization,$zero$coercivity)$
is$characteristic$of$the$sample$with$the$easyTmagnetization$direction$perpendicular$to$





(b)$and$ (c),$ respectively.$ These$data$were$collected$ in$ the$central$part$of$ the$ curved$













the$ step$ decoration$ mode$ on$ terraces$ of$ 0.25$ and$ 0.5ML$ samples$ is$ close$ to$
percolation,$ forming$ almost$ a$ continuous$ film$ in$ the$1ML$ sample.$ It$means$ that$ the$







Figure 6.11: Thickness profile of Co wedge 1, grown on the curved Ni(111) surface 
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Figure 6.12: XMCD magnetization loops measured on the L3 Co edge a) and L3 Ni edge b) in 
the OOP configuration for the sample with 1ML of effective Co coverage 









































Figure 6.13: Orbital moment mL a), effective spin moment mSeff b) and the ratio c) as a function 

















































































Figure 6.14: Orbital moment mL a), effective spin moment mSeff b) and their ratio c) measured 









1. A# set# of# tools# has# been#manufactured# and# the# procedure# of# polishing# has# been#
developed# to#produce#curved#Pd(111)#and#Ni(111)# single#crystals.#Other#crystals,#
namely#Bi#and#Cu#were#also#testes#successfully.#Established#technology#has#been#




of# both# crystals# was# found# to# be# made# of# flat# (111)# terraces# separated# by#




3. Growth#of# cobalt# on# curved#Pd(111)# and#Ni(111)#was# studied#by#means#of# STM.#
Formation#of# separated#Co# islands#was#observed# in# the#big# central# terraces,#and#
step# decoration# growth# in# terraces# smaller# than# a# characteristic# critical# size.#




the# XMCD# technique# revealed# that# the# gradual# transition# from#2D# islands# to# 1D#
stripes#with#decreasing#average# terrace#width# leads# to# the#growth#of# the#orbital#
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